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On a warm Saturday afternoon in May, 1936, Jere Chase stepped onto the infield grass between 
first and second base. UNH's Brackett Field, opened two weeks earlier, was soggy despite the 
blue sky and sunshine. Chase, a stocky, power-hitting second baseman, patted his glove and 
glanced toward third base where a lanky Boston University runner chatted with his third base 
coach. 
The University of New Hampshire nine had already lost the only game it was going to lose that 
spring. With no score in the top of the seventh, the four UNH infielders moved in, risking a single 
for the chance to throw out the runner at the plate. Southpaw Bob Kershaw went into his wind up 
for UNH. BU outfielder Allie Richmond stood set in the batter's box. Crack. The ball scorched 
across the infield on its way to Mike Mirey in right field. BU's shortstop put his head down and 
broke for the plate. 
Jere Chase, in his third year as varsity second baseman and a major league prospect, moved his 
body and glove in front of the bounding ball . With the deftness of a seagull plucking its food from 
ocean waters, the 21-year-old Chase scooped, pivoted and fired what The New Hampshire called 
"a bullet-like peg" to catcher Guy Pederzani , who easily tagged out the sliding BU runner. 
Helping the University in times of need has been Chase's pastime for nearly 50 years. Whether 
as a Wildcat second baseman in 1936 or as interim president in 1980, Jeremiah A. Chase has 
given his life and energy to improving the educational institution he entered in 1932. He has 
served UNH in literally dozens of capacities. From athletic coach to executive vice-president. 
From Trustee to admissions director. From Treasurer of the class of '36 to a multimillion dollar 
fundraiser in 1980. 
Students do not often see administrators . Members of the 24-person Board of Trustees are an 
even rarer sight for students who spend most of their time in places like Lundholm Gymnasium or 
Kingsbury Hall . But the connection between administrators-and students is much more 
interwined than the average economics major realizes. In addition to designing a 
horseshoe-shaped classroom at McConnell Hall to promote discussion and instituting a $40 
mandatory health fee, administrators make thousands of decisions which effect the lives and 
education of the typical, unwitting student. It is unlikely that anyone has worked longer or harder to 
help the students in this capacity than Jere Chase. 
"Jere Chase is probably thought of by more people as Mr. UNH than any single individual," says 
Eugene Savage, Vice-President of University Relations and a long-time friend of Chase. He's just served 
in so many capacities. He has UNH blood in his veins." 
Jere Chase's career connects the people and spaces of UNH's history - of which you are now 
a part - to its present. Wherever he has served at the University he has tried to help the UNH 
student get a better "all-around" education. This year he served as interim president until Eugene 
Mill's successor, Evelyn Handler, took office on August 1. 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Chase for the long hours and hard work he 
has put into the University and mostly for his caring about not only the institution, but also for us, 
the students. 
We dedicate this book to you. 
Thank you Mr. UNH, for everything. 
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Yep, it's that time of year again, 
Martha. September. Time for the 
new flock of freshman to be trotting 
in. All that lovely peace and 
tranquility, gone for the duration. 
Time, once again, to rally 'round 
T-Hall for the drop/add cards, to 
spend countless hours convincing a 
professor that denying one more 
student to his Introduction to Sexual 
Proclivity class would be detrimental 
to your educative processes. Time 
once again to face life in a room 
slightly larger than a closet which is 
shared with a walking book of 
mathematical equations who has a 
poster of Einstein on the wall above 
his bed. 
And with a hefty supply of 
Pepto-Bismol stored beneath your 
bed, you must return to the waiting 
clutches of the dieticians of the 
dastardly dining halls. 
But, in the center ring, let the 
school year (and the games) begin. 
Let us join together and recount 
tales of "How I Spent My Summer 
Vacation." Pass a beer my way, 
George, while I tell you of the 
harried hours spent attending to the 
needs of HoJo's ravenous patrons, of 
the sunburn I sustained while 
waiting for the man on the next 
blanket to notice me, and of the 
countless hangovers I nursed under 
the watchful eye of my mother. 
And, oh, George, did you drive an 
ice cream truck again this summer? 
You're looking good, did I tell you 
that already? 
And meanwhile, out at Snively 
Arena, the line forms to the left. Dip 
into your summer savings and step 
this way for a dazzling display of 
wisdom in print and a hint of things 
to come. A paper rainbow, a slide 
rule that does everything but guess 
your weight, and heaps of 
handbooks, guides, dictionaries, 
workbooks, and the ominous (and 
always costly) "required text." 
Yet, we have all run this course 
before. The game is always the 
same. Only the players change. 
So I'll meet you down by T&C 
and we can take a walk down Main 
Street and see how things have 
changed since we left last May. I've 
got to run now to catch late 
registration. Guess I'm not used to 
those early morning risings any 
more. 














Your room assignment is not guaranteed. The 
University of New Hampshire reserves the right 
to change your assignment prior to regis-
tration. 
For everyone, except the students, it is 
off-season at Hampton Beach. Arcades, 
restaurants, bars, motels and tourist shops are 
boarded up and secured. The beach is cleaner. 
Daily, the sea and wind sweep away summer 
debris: beer bottles, plastic cups and combs, 
forgotten socks, cigarette packages. Summer's 
honky-tonk-town rush is ceased; and there is 
time to walk the shore's length slow and alone 
to search for shells, driftwood, sea glass -
yourself. 
Always there is the wind, a high muffled 
sound that seems to hover above the beach like 
an echo of the summer crowds' boisterous 
murmur. A reminder that it won't be long until 
the hot, claustrophobic, stepping-over-red 
peeling bodies season returns. 
The townspeople are friendlier during the 
off-season. They no longer move in spastic 
frenzied motions, the tension in their jaws has 
slackened. They suffer no headaches from tourist 
insolence. There is time to talk to strangers, to 
smile, to look at the horizon. 
In winter, as in summer, Hampton's attraction 
is the sea. Running at night along Ocean 
Boulevard and listening to the waves nudge the 
beach or slam the wall, it's easy to ignore the 
external world and concentrate on the ocean's 
rhythms and your own. A kind of symbiosis 
between runner and sea . 
Sometimes Hampton Beach is too peaceful, 
too isolated from the academic mainstream of 
UNH. It's tempting to go home, open a window, 
put on some Steely Dan, stretch out on the 
couch, forget school, and let the fresh air 
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August 28 
Dear Bryan Goldberg : 
Despite the room deposit you paiC 
last spring and the remainder you 
forwarded with your tuition bill , 
we are going to relocate you to 







Dear Resid. Life1 
You must be confused, for my 
name is Goldman, I understand 
and admire the manner in which 
you are meeting this task and 
have enclosed a little donation 
in appreciation of your aid in 






Dear Goldberg { whatever) 1 
Due to the seriOus weight of 
your letter , we have found you 
a room on campus. You may, how-
ever be in a buUd-up , 


















Bill Bowes was, as usual, "cautiously 
optimistic" about the fortunes of his UNH 
football team last August. The specter of 
the injury-riddled 1978 season was behind 
him, and he was looking forward in 1979, 
when defense, not offense, was to lead the 
Wildcat attack. 
"If we stay healthy," Bowes said at the 
end of fall camp, "we can be an excellent 
defensive football team." 
If they stayed healthy. 
There was a strong sense of foreshadowing 
in early September, for as the Cats 
prepared to take on the first new addition 
to their brand-new, improved schedule, 
Wayne State, almost half the team came 
down with a mysterious virus infection . 
There were a few injuries, as well - most 
notably first-string tight end Doug 
Romano. 
So off the ailing Wildcats went to Detroit. 
Hacking, wheezing, and generally feeling 
miserable, they hammered the Tartars . Still 
suffering, they opened their home season 
by upsetting the older, stronger Crusaders 
of Holy Cross. 
People began to sit up and take notice. 
Here was young, sick, inexperienced New 
Hampshire; they who were picked to 
finish fifth in the Yankee Conference in a 
pre-season coaches' pol I. 
Here they were unbeaten, 
momentum in their favor, 
heading into the meat of 
their schedule . 
At two-and-oh , the 
Wildcats' luck ran out. On a 
rainy Saturday afternoon at 
Nickerson Field , a little 
oasis in the Back Bay desert 
of concrete and railroad 
yards, the BU Terriers 
thrashed the Cats. It was a 
41-28 exercise in humility. 
Humbled, but finally 
healthy (more or less), the 
Cats returned home to face 
intra-state rival Dartmouth. 
Ah, what a matchup. Two 
similar teams with two 
similar coaches - Bowes 
had worked under 
Dartmouth head coach Joe 
Yukica at Boston College, 
after Yukica had left UNH 
in the mid-1960s. Even 
teams, more or less even coaches. And an 
even score. A tie, 10-10. The next 
weekend, in sunny Storrs, Connecticut, the 
Wildcats turned the ball over nine times 
and tied UConn, 3-3 . It was the first time 
since 1959 that UNH had tied two games 
in a season. 
"I can ' t explain it, " Bowles said, sitting in 
the open equipment bay of the team bus 
after the game. "We didn't win a game we 
should have won. It's obvious that you 
should win when you're inside the ten 
twice and only come out with three 
points." 
Obviously . 
The Cats then got their act together well 
enough to humiliate UMaine in the Orono 
Homecoming game, 23-0, avenging 
1978's 7-7 tie in Soup Bowl II. 
UNH followed its Homecoming 16-3 loss 
to Lehigh (which went on to win the 
NCAA Division 1-AA title) with relatively 
easy (and dull) victories over Northeastern 
and Rhode Island. With two games to 
play, the Cats were 5-2-2. 
All things considered, the next two 
games, against Springfield and UMass, 
would make or break the season for UNH. 
They broke it. 
Rain and astroturf were apparently a bad 
mix for UNH. With memories of the BU 
debacle still coursing through their heads, 
the Cats went to Springfield College on a 















Wayne State 14 
Holy Cross 17 






Rhode Island 6 
Springfield 34 
Massachusetts 29 
their collective clock cleaned. 
Springfield quarterback Jim Collins passed 
his team to a 34-14 pasting of the Cats, 
who lost four starters to injuries, and the 
magnitude of the defeat, made it roughly 
impossible for UNH to gather 
anything even vaguely resembling 
momentum to take them into the last game of 
the season against the enemy, 
Massachusetts. 
UMass was once again in contention for a 
share of the Yankee Conference title, and, 
the Minutemen felt, the top spot in the 
East. UNH wasn't in contention for 
anything. The only thing the game meant, 
Bowes said, was that a victory would 
"make the difference between a good year 
and an average year." 
As it turned out, 1979 was an average year 
for UNH. The Wildcats could do nothing 
to stop the Minutemen from rolling up and 
down the Cowell Stadium turf, and UMass 
walked away with a 29-0 win. 
That was it. Finally it was over. The final 
record of 5-4-2 was UNH's worst since 
1974, the last time the Cats failed to win 
six games. On the bright side, it was 
Bowes' sixth straight winning season, a 
mark unequaled by any other UNH 
football coach . 
The cautious optimism was erased. 
Bowes had been right - the defense had 
led the team in 1979, but the Ghost of 
Injuries Past had returned, and haunted 
Bowes and his team thorough yet another 
season. Maybe next year, they'll play 
ghost-free. 
ILLMAN BREAKS RECORD 
"You can't try to kill the ball. You've got to 
find that sweet spot where, if you hit it just 
right, boom, it goes." 
These are the words of Art II Iman, the 
UNH booting specialist of the kicking 
game - football. 
lllman has found that "sweet spot" so often 
that he has kicked himself into UNH 
record books. 
As of UN H's October 27th victory over 
Northeastern, 20-8, lllman holds the school 
record mark in field goals for the season 
(11) and career field goal percentage (13 
for 18 or 72.2 percent). He has tied Dave 
Taggart's career extra point tally of 67 and 
is a short step behind in career extra point 
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Throw it into third gear. September's 
come and gone with nary a thing to show 
for it, except a multitude of overdue papers 
amd the shadow of mid-terms looming 
over your head. Please point me in the 
general direction of Dimond Library. 
New England shows its true colors and 
the hordes head for the hills for some 
foliage appreciation. The brisk winds 
sneak in to frolic a bit before bowing to 
another cold winter. Big sweater, Bean 
boots, and bundling in a blanket in the 
bleachers with a thermos full of screwdriv-
ers - that's what autumn means to me, la 
la la ... 
Over the horizon, a parade of Caddies, 
Jeeps, vans and station wagons filled to the 
brim with kids and dogs comes pouring 
onto Main Street. Why, look, it's ... the 
Alumni! Is it Homecoming again? The 
bawdy boys of Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike, to 
you) shou Id soon be making their tradition-
al tour of the town in their fire truck, 
accompanied by a bevy of hand picked 
sorority beauties. Oh, for a set of perfect 
teeth and a supply of lzod's in 42 different 
colors. 
Pull over here, Biff, and drop your tail-
gate. It's going to be a long afternoon. 
From Homecoming to Halloween, does 
this frenzied frivolity ever subside? Let's 
see, at last count there were 32 dirty old 
men (including 18 flashers), 19 ladies of 
the night, half a dozen vampires, 10 
pimps, a nine-member motorcycle gang, 
and eight blackfaces. And wait till we get 
to the party. 
And speaking of cultural events, did I 
mention that the UN H Theater opened its 
season? Dig out your black tie and throw 
on your high top sneakers. There's going to 
be a hot time on the ole town tonight! 
700 ROAM CAMPUS 
More than 700 students marched across campus 
during the early morning hours of October 3, chant-
ing, "We want kegs. We want kegs." 
"We Want Kegs, We Want Kegs, We ... " 
The march occurred a few days after a beer riot at 
Plymouth State, where students and police were 
injured during an impromptu protest of the school's 
ban on alcohol in dorms. 
Both these incidents relate to the New Hamp-
shire law passed in May 1979 that raised the legal 




In 1979, the UNH Soccer team emerged from the 
ranks of the also-rans, from the doormat of the 
Yankee Conference and zipped past the dawdling 
football squad to enter their chapter to the book 
"Who'd-A Thunk It?" 
Soccer at the University of New Hampshire has 
long been considered a minor sport for the 
Wildcats, in fact, ever since its inception in 1965. 
But under second-year coach, Bob Kullen, the 
Wildcats ran up a 10-4-2 tally, setting a record for 
the most wins in a season. 
More importantly, UNH's 5-1 record in the Yankee 
Conference captured the YC title - the last ever 
for the Wildcat soccer squad which will be 
competing on an independent schedule in the 
future - and with it they gained the respect for 
which they had strived so long. 
Senior forward and co-captain Mike Cloutier 
headed an experienced squad as he was named to 
the first All-Yankee Conference squad . Goalie 
Gordon Tuttle and midfielder Saied Miremadi were 
given honorable mentions. 
All three players had been named to the All-New 
England team. Cloutier finished his career as 
UNH's all-time leading scorer (20 goals) and set a 
record for most goals in a season (10). Tuttle holds 
or shares every goal tending record for the 
Wildcats. He finished with 507 career saves and 
four shut-outs. 
And Kullen was voted the New England Division I 
Coach-of-the-Year. 
For the Wildcats, the successful season peaked in 
the ECAC play-offs with a semi-final round tilt 
against rival Boston University. Unfortunately UNH 
was unable to live up to the year's earlier 2-1 
trump of the Terriers and fell, 2-0, to the 13-3-2 
BU which later went on to win the title. 
But perhaps the real success of the Wildcat boaters 
goes deeper than just wins and losses. The Yankee 
Conference championships marked the climax of a 
total reversal of what had been a long, disruptive 
and bitterly-torn squad of only two years earlier. 
Kullen had entered the scene in 1978 taking over 
for Art Young, who has resigned his position after 
the 1977 fall season. A 1971 graduate of Bowdoin 
where he was an All-American defenseman for Sid 
Watson's hockey squad, Kullen came to UNH in 
1977 gaining his Master's in Education. 
In his first year, Kullen applied his youthful talent, 
keeping only the skilled players, and finished at 
5-10-1. But is was a good 5-10-1, a hopeful one. 
And though the YC crown might not have the same 
impact as the USA beating Russia in the Winter Olym-
pics, it was truly a case of the underdog dethroning 
the king(s), of hope becoming truth, of a "minor;' 




Not just horsing around! 
Although relatively unknown to the University community, 
the UNH equestrians enjoy recognition throughout New 
England for their dedication to and ability in the sport. 
Twice yearly, UNH hosts the "Horsetrails" at the light horse 
stable. The fall trials which were held on October 6 and 7 are 
recognized by the United State Combined Training Association 
and drew around 90 entries from the New England area. 
Equally popular, the spring trials, held on May 10 and 11 drew 
130 entries for the competition. 
A horsetrial is a two day event which tests the horse's 
competence, ability, and stamina in a series of exercises and 
drills. Horsetrials are only a component of the sport of eventing 
and thus serve to measure the rider's ability to work with his 
horse. 
The first phase is commonly referred to as "dressage" and is 
intended to exhibit the obedience and the flexibility of the 
horse. 
Two miles of trails and twelve to eighteen jumps comprise 
the second phase of a horsetrial. During this stage, the strength, 
courage, and trust of both the rider and horse are tested. 
The final phase of the competition tests the stamina and 
soundness of the horse. To measure these qualities, the horse 
must accurately jump a series of fences in a prescribed order 
and area. 
Each of the three phases is monitered carefully by the clock 
and penalities are called for refusal to obey, falls, defying 
boundaries, jumping order, or time limits. 
The sport is not only difficult and exciting but also extremely 
graceful. After watching a day's horsetrial, it is evident that the 
UNH equestrians do much more than just "horse around". 

MEN'S TENNIS 
UNH tennis underwent a bit of surgery in 
1979. Gone was veteran coach Dwight 
Peters who r~ igned from UNH coaching 
(he was also the assistant basketball coach) 
to begin a business career. 
Also gone were Jeff Aarts, Andy Harrison, 
Mark Weber and Scott Taylor; four players 
who were instrumental in lifting UNH 
from the dungeons of the Yankee 
Conference to two-year undefeated 
champions. Weber and Taylor had teamed 
together to win the doubles competition 
for two consecutive years . 
Implanted into the new body of tennis 
were head coach Bob Berry and players 
Bill Morrell and Mike Lyness who led the 
squad in singles (one and two respectively) 
wins and doubles wins. 
And though the Wildcats played 
competitively throughout the season, the 
lack of depth hurt them as they ended the 
year at 1-3 (the lone win an 8-1 drubbing 
of Maine) and fifth place in the Yankee 
Conference. 
The lone Wildcat to advance beyond the 
first round of the YC's was freshman Gerry 
Thayer. But even his momentary success 
fell, literally, when he dislocated his 
shoulder after attempting an overhead 
smash. 
Though the year was not successful in 
terms of wins and losses, it did bring much 
promise to the future of Wildcat tennis . 
Thayer heads a list of up-and-coming 
freshman (another being Peter Quinn) who 
appear as the backbone of UNH seasons to 
come. 
Besides Morrell and Lyness were seniors 
Ed Konalski and Jim Cobban who fared 
around the .500 mark for the year. 
SCOREBOARD 
UNH 
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The crisp cold and clear days of 
late October become the biting wet 
days of November - the first of the 
winter months. October's outdoor 
football games, bonfires, and treks 
through college woods are replaced 
by long afternoons at Tin Palace, 
movies at the MUB, and making 
chocolate ch p cookies in the dorm. 
November brings the promise of a 
few vacation days during 
Thanksgiving. Often the first trip 
home since the beginning of school, 
this break offers students a chance to 
visit with fam ly and friends, to 
reflect upon the accomplished and 
unaccomplished goals of first 
semester 
Morale restored, the return to the 
environment of academia and 
student living does not seem at all 
unbearable - n fact a challenge 
There is still time to boost low 
grades, join a club or organization, 
and to make new friends. 
Although the outside world seems 
bleak with grey skies and trees 
stripped of their leaves, the 
comradesh p of students 
strenghthens as they seek a 
moment's amusement "indoors" and 
anticipate the winter when they can 
again leave the confines of dorms, 
bars, and movie theaters to pursue 




A beaver gnaws at the bark of a tree it 
has recently felled as a crisp autumn 
morn ng dawns over College Woods. The 
an mal suddenly stops its chewing as the 
pound ng of human feet breaks the 
morn ng silence 
A lone runner plods along a woodland 
path near the reservoir Soon the sounds of 
his footsteps recede, but the beaver leaves 
its work and splashes into the water More 
runners will follow now that the day has 
come to the woods, and the beaver swims 
toward its den on the opposite shore 
Throughout College Woods, the 
secretive night animals crawl back to their 
hiding places, rel nquish ng the woods to 
the procession of joggers, students, and 
wanderers which nevitably accompanies 
the daylight. 
The animals leave ittle evidence of their 
transition forest in a time of change 
presence - a gnawed branch here, a tuft 
of fur there The humans that spill into 
College Woods in search of relaxation are 
a different story Man has left his mark on 
Coll~ge Woods, even in his effort to 
maintain its naturalness. 
" You can never experience an area 
without making some impact on it, " 
explains Carrett Crow, chairman of UNH's 
natural areas committee " Just setting foot 
on the forest floor results in the complete 
scuffing away of the litter, so we try to 
balance enjoyment and preservation of the 
woods ." 
"The woods" is i;i 260-acre section of 
forested land, bounded by the UNH 
campus and athletic fields on the north 
and east, and by Mast and Mill Roads on 
its western and southern edges. 
College Woods is what the foresters call 
a transition forest. Oaks, beeches, birches, 
and other hardwoods common to southern 
New England are mixed in with the more 
northerly white pines and hemlocks. 
The rolling woodland is crisscrossed by 
a network of trails, several large enough to 
accomodate the trucks that service a tree 
nursery at the woods' western edge Old 
bu ldings and debris scattered throughout 
the woods are reminders of past lumber 
operations, charcoal making, and 
researchers' experiments. 
Several stone walls run through the 
woods, rem nders of the 19th century when 
three quarters of New Hampshire was 
open farmland The trees have since 
grown up from the abandoned pastures 
and fields to produce the woods we know 
today 
One section of College Woods that 
apparently never succumbed to the 
farmers' axes is a stand of old white pines 
n the heart of the woods. Once a corner 
of UNH benefactor Ben Thompson's farm, 
this area now supports massive trees, some 
as old as 300 years. 
Even this undisturbed area is not a pure 
stand of virgin timber, however 
Hurricanes n 1938 and 1954 blew down 
much of the old growth, which was 
replaced by more shade-tolerant 
hardwoods I ke beech and maple The old 
pines' giant stumps are still there, fallen 
sideways with their tangled roots sprawled 
n the air 
Durham's water supply comes from the 
Oyster River Reservoir, a long and narrow 
body of water which cuts across the 
southern th rd of College Woods. A pair of 
beavers make the reservoir their home, 
and migratory ducks often stop to rest on 
their long flights. 
College Woods shelters a variety of 
wildlife, including snowshoe hares, 
skunks, hawks, and raccoons. Deer have 
been seen occasionally n the outer fringes 
of the woodland 
"Actually it's a pretty ordinary 
woodland," says Crow " It's not harboring 
any endangered species, and it isn't as 
unique or diverse as some of the other 
forests nearby 
"College Woods' most outstanding asset 
is its proximity to the campus," Crow says. 
"It's only a ten m nute walk away from the 
thousands of students on the UN H 
campus." 
One of these students is Chris Taylor, a 
sophomore living n Woodruff House He 
•jogs regularly through College Woods. In 
winter, he uses the woods for snowshoeing 
and cross-country ski ng. "It's a great 
place to get away from the hassles of 
campus life," says Chris. "It's like a little 
bit of the White Mountains right here in 
Durham " 
"The best th ng to do in College Woods 
is to just sit by the reservoir with a friend," 
says Cathy McElligott, a sophomore 
nutrition major "The woods are so 
peaceful " 
In addition to its recreational value, the 
woodland serves the UNH community as a 
valuable learning tool University classes 
studying tree identification, forest ecology, 
and wildlife habitats (to name a few) learn 
from the field trips and experimental work 
in College Woods. 
The forestry department manages part of 
the woods for timber production, and as a 
chance for students to get practical forest 
management experience "A harvesting 
69 
70 
class is going to be n the woods this 
winter over Christmas break," says Wayne 
Millen, the University woodlands 
manager 
Millen, a graduate forestry student, is 
manager of all the University's hbld ngs 
throughout New Hampsh re (some 4,000 
acres) The woodlands department Millen 
says, is funded entirely by the sale of 
timber This encourages managing 
University holdings for optimum timber 
production 
"But College Woods is different from 
most of our woodlands because of its 
closeness to so many people," Millen 
says. "Because it's such a sensitive area, 
College Woods has been used less for 
timber production 
"How the woods look is important in 
this area," Millen adds. "There is a sedion 
on the western edge of the woods that 
really should be cut, but it's been put off 
for a few years now because you can see 
it from Mast Road and people would 
object to a lot of cutting there. 
"We also have to be careful about 
coordinating research We don't want to 
cut down a section of the woods that 
someone else is studying." 
Effort to resolve some of the conflict 
between use and preservation of College 
Woods has resulted n the establishment of 
the natural area and an 87 acre section in 
the heart of the woods. No timber is cut 
from this area, and anything that would 
alter the woods' natural state is proh bited 
"That is the ideal, anyway," Crow says 
He and the natural areas committee must 
compromise that ideal with the woodland's 
actual situation "There is a maze of trails 
out there, and that certainly isn't natural," 
he says. "But we try and maintain a 
hands-off policy whenever possible. If a 
tree falls we leave it alone If it falls across 
a section of the trail, then we cut the 
section of it that blocks the trail and move 
it aside " 
Arthur Borror, former natural areas 
committee chairman, explains that the 
committee also monitors research n the 
natural area. "If a researcher wants to 
collect mammals, then we tell him to 
live-trap them and replace them If 
someone wants to study nsects that live 
under rotting logs, we discourge him 
from doing it n the natural area. We have 
logs out there that have been rotting 
undisturbed for 40 years. We want them 
left there so if people want to see what a 
rotting log looks like, they can " 
The balance between exploitation and 
preservation of College Woods seems 
weighted in favor of saving this valuable 
resource . "I don't think we have to worry 
about the University building classrooms 
and dormitories in College Woods," Crow 
says . "They recognize the woods' value as 
a natural area." 
In the face of increasing development n 
southern New Hampshire, this suits Crow 
just fine. "If we have a natural area that 
we don't manipulate we can observe 
nature as it happens. Why can't we just 









It was a more individual year than 
normal in the individual sport of track. 
As a team, UNH finished with a 3-3 
record, but that was no big deal 
What was a big deal were the 
performances of the individual team 
members. And of those, the biggest 
deal was the performance of the 
biggest member of the team - 6' 1 ", 
240 pound Alex Miller, a man who 
throws very heavy objects ncredibly 
long distances. 
Seems this Miller fellow is a hammer 
thrower by trade And he's pretty good 
at it, too. In fact, when a bunch of 
college hammer throwers got together 
down in good ol' Austin in May to see 
who could out throw who at the 
NCAAs, Miller finished sixth Not bad, 
huh? 
Well, now, Miller - his name should 
be Smith, he looks like he belongs out 
under the spreading chestnut tree 
chucking his anvil around the yard -
has a legitimate shot at the 1984 
Olympics, his boosters say All he 
needs is 10 or 15 feet on his throws. 
Let's see that means tossing that 
hammer a good 225 feet. Most folks 
th nk he can do it, if he concentrates. 
Concentration is the key But Miller is 
no muscle-bound jock who lives and 
breathes just to perform In fact, he's 
downright literary Wants to be a 
writer Most folks think he can do that 
too. If he writes as well as he throws 
the hammer, and he does, he's got it 
made 




1979 represented the best year for cross 
country runners at UNH since 1965 
when the Wildcats took the Yankee 
Conference championship. 
And though UNH wouldn't capture the 
coveted last ever crown for YC harriers 
(the league having been abolished for 
every sport except football), they did 
come in second, led by the foot 
stomping of senior Gary Crossan 
Crossan was the catalyst for UNH, 
practically running away from the field 
in every meet (save UMaine, where he 
got lost and finished third), almost 
changing the sport's name to 
Crossan-country here at UNH 
He finished third n the NCAA qualifying 
meet held at Franklin Park n Boston, 
covering the 10,000 meter course in 
30:42 time 
Already behind the Rochester native 
were a fifth place finish in the New 
Englands and the coveted Yankee 
Conference ndividual title 
With the distinctions behind him, Gary 
looked toward an All-American honor, 
an achievement well within his grasp at 
the NCAA championships held at Lehigh 
University It was the fourth time in the 
past six years the UNH coach John 
Copeland had sent a runner to the 
nationals, despite the lack of 
scholarships. 
Crossan, however, fell well behind the 
75-100 placing needed to achieve his 
All-American status, finish ng just shy of 
140. 
But Crossan wasn't the total story 
Behind him were a solid group of 
runners, the best of whom being Guy 
Stearns and Dean Kimball In the New 
England meet, n which UNH finished 
second behind nationally ranked 
Providence, Crossan and Stears earned 
All-American honors. 
Kimball missed the distinction, but 
probably would have garnered it had he 
not fallen n a pot hole and finished 
17th 
Kevin Haddock and Pete Foley rounded 
out UNH's most successful and deep 
squad 
The cross country season acted as a 
prelude for the winter and spring track 
and field seasons to follow n the 
1979-80 academic year 
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MEN'S 
CROSS CO UNTRY 
WOMEN'S 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
Led by the sophomore sensation, 
Beth Clark, the UNH women's cross 
country team sported a nearly 
invincible harrier squad and it 
showed on the win-loss record 9-1 
The young Wildcat team, only in its 
third year of existence at UNH, used 
the 1979 season to establish itself as 
a contender in New England 
The true strength of the Wildcats, 
however, wasn 't realized until late 
in the season when it all began with 
a third place finish at the New 
Englands at the University of 
Vermont. UMass won the meet with 
66 points, UVM had 77 and UNH 
94 
A week later, the order was 
drastically changed when UNH 
nipped the Catamounts by one and 
destroyed UMass by 78 points n its 
last regular season meet. Final tallies 
had the Wildcats with 32 points, 
UVM with 33, and Rhode Island 
with 64, followed by UMass with 
110. 
From there, it was a sixth place 
finish at the EAIAW regionals n 
West Chester Clark, however, 
missed out on her second 
consecutive trip to the Nationals by 




Men's Indoor Track 
UNH OPP 
47 UMaine 95 
3 Army 80 
3 UConn 70 
41 Rhode Island 70 
41 UMass 40 
79 Central Conn. 57 
68 Bates 51½ 
68 Vermont 58½ 
75 Fitchburg State 61 
42 BU 79 
75 UMass 61 
Yankee Conference Meet: 6th 




New Hampsh re's version of the Hundred Years' 
War continued with a pair of violent skirmishes 
between the anti-nuke forces and New England's 
finest n Seabrook during the year 
It seemed the No-Nukes were no longer satisfied 
with milling around at the entrance to Reddy 
Kilowatt's new home by the sea, and decided that 
the only way to get any action at all would be to 
take the nitiative themselves An so, plans were laid 
for a forced entry nto the Seabrook Station plant 
site 
In October, the plans were ready On a dark 
Friday night n the marshes, the demonstrators stood 
knee deep in muck smil ng, singing and chanting, 
generally psych ng themselves for the combat to 
come. Inside the chain-I nk fortress, state police 
officers from all around New England made final 
checks of their mace cans, nightsticks, teargas guns 
and fire hoses. They chuckled quietly, psyching 
themselves up for the exercise that lay ahead 
As dawn broke on that bright, cool Saturday (a 
perfect day for football), the battle I nes were drawn 
The onslaught began with the demonstrators angrily 
snipping away at the fences with assorted wire and 
bolt cutters. The police, with equal vexation, starting 
poking through the fences with their clubs . If one of 
the rebels were to wander in the fortress, he was 
greeted entirely nhospitably by the assembled 
officers. 
The day wore on As each wave of protesters hit 
the fence, the police became ncreasingly rritated 
The mace, teargas et cetera were used with alarming 
success. The police had taken a decided upper hand 
by the end of the afternoon, when the demonstrators 
decided to call it a day 
The skies opened the next day, and the battle was 
called on account of rain 
The people in the town of Seabrook are not 
particularly thrilled with the idea of having two giant 
nuclear reactors in the back forty, but over the last 
ten years they have grown somewhat accustomed to 
it, and the town is booming. 
What they have not grown accustomed to, 
however, is the idea of playing host to hordes of 
anti-nuke crusaders who flow nto town fairly 
regularly to voice their grievances. In fact, seeing the 
demonstrators roll nto town strikes fear nto the 
hearts of the townspeople 
"The first time, it seemed I ke some kind of 
81 
carnival," said one older Seabrook native "But this 
time, a lot of us were afraid something might set 
them off We were afraid someone might get killed " 
"The demonstrations are a pain," she said "I wish 
they'd just stay home and mind their own business. 
And leave us alone " 
Well, after the demonstrators had had time to sit 
back and think it all over, they came to the 
conclusion that while they had failed to take over the 
plant, they still won a moral victory At least they 
had drawn more attention to the cause 
Officialdom seemed to think otherwise. 
The rebels had gone home vanquished So much 
82 
for the war, right? Wrong. No sooner had the hoopla 
of October faded into memory than plans for another 
assault were announced This one, which would be 
bigger and better than ever, was scheduled for May, 
when the chances of a rainout would be slimmer 
Alas, history has a way of repeating itself The 
protestors came, clipped, sang, chanted, and 
struggled The police stood firm, swung, gassed and 
poked The protestors went home losers again 
Oh, there were differences. The May attack was 
smaller, quieter, shorter than October But the effect 
was the same 
And so were the results. 
NO! 
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December stumbles in - often 
bringing the long-awaited -and hoped 
for first snow Life has fallen into a 
routine of classes and parties. 
Relationships are fairly well 
established, people begin to relax and 
enjoy each other's company A brisk 
walk in the chilly night air to the New 
England Center is rewarded with Hot 
Toddies and good conversation This 
relaxed and restful atmosphere does 
not last long 
December is also a hectic month 
Finals approach, papers and projects 
are due - anxiety and fear arise. The 
feeling that one more paper just can 
not be written is common Sti II more 
common are the lights which beam 
from all dorm windows as students 
" pull all-nighters," supported only by 
a bottomless cup of coffee, to put the 
finishing touches on a term paper The 
symptoms of the most dreaded disease 
- procrastination - have taken their 
toll 
Despite the academic crunch, a 
feeling of unity, peace and hope 
permeate every corner of the 
University A semi-formal dance, 
Christmas carols ringing from T-Hall, 
and "Secret Santa" promote a mood 
of general happiness and good cheer 
December is a time of beginnings 
and endings. Some students graduate, 
while for others it is a time to get 
away to rest the mind and to replenish 
the soul 
93 





''MORNING OF THE AUCTION'' 
BY JODY BLOUCH 
The Annual Undergraduate Prize Production is the only 
program of its kind in New England It provides students with 
the opportunity to design, direct, and produce plays without 
faculty interference 
At the beginning of each spring semester, students in the 
Theatre department's playwriting course work on ideas that 
lead to the development of one-act plays. During the 
summer, faculty members review student scripts. By fall, two 
or more plays are chosen for production, and the authors are 
awarded royalties for the rights to produce their plays at 
UNH 
The faculty appoints student producers, directors, and 
designers, who are responsible for everything from auditions 
to set lighting. What began as an idea the year before, 
becomes a complete stage production by late January 
This year the award winning plays included a touching 
drama, a contemporary comedy, and a social commentary 
Jody Blouch's "Morning of the Auction" was a realistic 
portrayal of a farm family forced to sell their homestead 
"What's Good for the Goose", by Nancy Saklad was a 
funny story about a college-aged couple in conflict with their 
parents. 
Archie lodice's "Last Call" focused on a Manhattan bar as 
a mirror reflecting American class consciousness. 
The hard work and fine performances of these students 
















HIGH BUTTON SHOES 
y 
DIRECTOR JOSEPH D BATCHELLER 

CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE 
December 11 - 14 
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- Hey, it's great to be back. 
- So, how was your vacation? 
-Good 
-Good 
- Yeah, mine was good too . Did a little skiing. 
Played some hockey 
- Hey, the hockey team looks pretty good 
- Going to the game tonight? 
- I'm going to bring that old average up this 
semester 
- I'm going to kick ass in classes this semester 
- My folks were pretty bummed by my grades. 
- You guys want to grab a few beers before the 
game tonight? 
- Sure, okay 
- Want to go to Scorpio's? 
- Damn, it's cold out. 
- I hear we're supposed to get about ten days 
of this. 
- What a drag. 
- Hey, the courses look pretty good 
- No, I'm not going to study tonight. Me and a 
couple of the guys are going to the Down Under 
Want to come? 
- Sure The classes can wait. 
- Maybe we can go down to Mill Pond 
tomorrow and play some hockey Play some 
hoops? 
- Sure, I ain't got noth n' to do. 
- All right, the blizzard canceled classes today 
- Jeez, I got to start studying. 
- Maybe I can drop one of those courses. 
- Shit, I flunked a French quiz. Maybe I should 
drop it. But I need it for a language requ rement. 
- Maybe I should go out and grab a six-pack. 
- Cold and snow Cold and snow 
- I can't wait for spring break. 
- Hey, Gregg, you have ten bucks I can borrow 
so I can drop a course? I'll get it back to you by 
Friday 









On January 1, 1980 UNH became a Sea Grant 
college UNH received this award, the highest status 
which can be given under the federal Sea Grant 
program, jointly with the University of Maine. With 
this award, UNH and UMaine become the first 
bi-state Sea Grant college and one of 14 Sea Grant 
colleges in the nation 
Sea Grant is a federal program under the auspices 
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) which support marine-related 
research and public education 
The UNH and UMaine programs worked 
independently until 1976 when they decided to 
combine efforts in order to have "a more 
comprehensive program," according to UNH Marine 
Editor Nick Cowenhoven 
In the announcement of the program's new status 
in Washington, Secretary of Commerce Phil p 
Klutznick cited the 'Strong leadership role in northern 
New England" that the joint UNH and UMaine 
program has taken in the development of "effective 
research, education, and advisory service programs. " 
The Sea Grant program establishes UNH as one of 
the nations leaders in the field of marine research 
according to Cowenhoven 
Research remains the largest aspect of the program 
" Sea Grant research is designed to be applied 
research, to have soon to be realized benefits for the 
state, " said Cowenhoven Recent research studies 
which brought $622,000 n federal Sea Grant funds 
to UNH in 1979, include blue mussels, seaweed, 
salmon, and the effects of clam-digging on tidal flats . 
Plans are now being made to establish a program that 
will " allow UNH to help in the event of an oil spill 
and to assess the effects," he said 
The Nature Center at Odiorne State Park, Sea 
Grant's main forum for public education in New 
Hampsh re, works in cooperation with the Audubon 
Society of NH Another part of the Sea Grant's 
educational program is the Marine Docent program 
where volunteers act as speakers or tour guides at the 
Jackson Estuarine Lab. 
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Working in the MUB: 
not just an adventure, 





BASKETBALL UNH OPP 78 Waterloo 41 
59 LaVal 61 
82 UVM 39 
66 Harvard 48 
64 St. John's 74 
95 UMaine-Orono 81 
58 LaVal 45 
75 Central Conn 67 
82 Northeastern 60 
so BU 61 
76 UMass 61 
55 Dartmouth 77 
78 UVM 42 
97 So. Maine 46 
59 URI 60 
48 Providence 60 
87 Fairfield 57 
80 Cortland 64 
79 URI 74 
92 UConn 62 
80 So. Conn 65 
45 BU 69 
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UNH OPP 46 Providence 71 
56 Brown 67 70 Vermont 84 
58 Robert Morris 56 50 St. Anselm's 52 
62 UConn 71 59 BU 82 
70 Springfield 84 62 Yale 81 
55 UMaine 70 69 Northeastern 78 
34 St. Peter's 72 63 Rhode Island 86 
60 Austin Peay 69 57 Colgate 58 
72 Indiana St. Evans 86 54 UMaine 65 
67 UConn 59 86 Holy Cross 97 













Surprising as it may seem, the best record presented by a male sports 
team in the winter season came from the indoor track team, under 
seven-year coach John Copeland. 
Copeland had been named New England Coach-of-the-Year for his stellar 
cross-country team which finished second in both Yankee Conference and 
New England. That momentum carried into the winter track season. 
The trackmen, posted a 6-5 mark, their eighth winning season in nine 
years, while finishing sixth in the Yankee Conference and ninth in New 
England. 
Yet, the biggest story in track, and this is both literally and figuratively, 
was senior Alex Miller Miller of Southhampton, NH, earned a trip to the 
NCM's being held in Detroit when he heaved a 63'5" toss in the 35 
pound weight at the ICAAAA Meet in Princeton, NJ . 
At the NCAA championship, Miller placed ninth in the nation with a toss 
of 62'1 l ½" In addition ot the NCAA's, Miller took a second in the YC, a 
fifth in New England and a fourth at the ICAAAA's. 
As always seems to be the case with track, a sport at UNH which does 
well year after year despite a single scholarship, the winter excellence 





Team unrest, lack of enthusiasm, and a barrel of 
untapped potential was about all that was left of 
the 1979 UNH women's volleyball team 
Under second year coach Jane Job, the 
volleyballers finished dismally at 12-18, never fully 
realizing the possibilities that Job saw within them 
A late season injury to co-captain Iris Rauscher 
(ankle) spelled the end Rauscher had been a 
centralizing force for the Wildcats on the front I ne 
and her loss meant a deep cut in the nconsistent 
UNH offense 
But Rauscher's loss wasn't the end of Job's 
headaches, as a team meeting to settle disputes 
only furthered the problems and resulted in one 
member's quitting the squad 
Freshman Karen Baird, however, provided 
optimism for the future with superlative play and 
hustling determ nation And so did another 
















JOHN KOLISCH World Renowned Hypnotist/Mentalist 
I knew he'd make me take my clothes off! 
Wishin ' for Burt Reynolds Ready for the ice cream eating contest. 





Me? I'm Sam February I'm 
tough Ain't no other month 
tougher than me. My arsenal? 
snow up to your butt, rain, sleet, 
hail, chill blasts of wind You 
name it. I got it. 
I hate doing it, but every now 
and then I have to rough up a few 
students. Can't face my cold stare 
They flunk. Drop out. Shortest in 
days, I am the longest month The 
bursts of light are short and 
spastic Darkness is my home. 
Nights that start at four and end at 
seven the next morning -
studying is played out against the 
night. 
The street lights flicker; 
snow-dust begins to fall, the wind 
whines and wails. I slouch in the 
nearest doorway hat tilted below 
one eye, huddled in a trenchcoat, 
cigarette dangling from my thin 
blue lips. I'm Sam February Stay 
out of my way 

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
The New Hampshire is the student 
newspaper written, edited, and designed 
entirely by students trying to cover the 
University community as comprehensively 
as possible 
During the 1979-80 school year, The 
New Hampshire covered the New 
Hampshire presidential primary, and dealt 
with such issues as violence against RA's 
and the asbestos hazard on campus. The 
newspaper also provided coverage of the 
142 
murder of a Maine man in Durham and 
the arrest of a UNH freshman in 
conjunction with the slaying. 
In addition, the newspaper offers 
coverage of a wide variety of cultural 





MuSQ •rs sucb a wide range of 
· "f!S for stUdents that it's 
knew where to begin. 
is::~ group's Thursday 
unda-yllijhf 1irm series that 
is year offered such films as "On 
the Waterfront", "That Obscure 
Object of Desire" I and 
"Casablanca". Its Photo School 
teaches would-be photographers 
the basics of the art. The 
organization also brings lectures 
and music to campus. MUSO 
"J)Onsored a concert by jazzman 
Pat Metheny and brought a variety 




WUNH-FM, the freewaves. 
Our title tells it all 
Freewaves. Diversified 
non-commercial programming 
endeavoring to serve the tastes 
of the University and 
community WUNH is 
commercial free 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year The staff 
consists of students as wel I as 
community members and serves 
Southern N H , Southern Maine 
and Northeastern Massachusetts. 
This year's coverage of the 
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant 
protest was of award winn ng 
caliber, providing up-to-date 
on-sight information to the 
community Our hockey 
coverage stretched to Detroit to 
broadcast the nationals. 91.3 
has grown to be recognized as a 
leader in progressive 
broadcasting. Jazz, classical and 
rock comprise a formula which 
appeals to all listeners. 
To you, the graduates of 1980 
we wish the best of luck for 
your future and thank you for 
your support. Without you, our 







- Through what countries does 
one travel going from Baghdad to 
Tehran? 
- In what year was Napoleon 
defeated at Waterloo? 
- Who was the MVP of the 1965 
World Series? 
Easy, right? Maybe not, if you put 
yourself on a team with four other 
friends, competing with seventeen 
other teams for the chance to travel 
to the University of Connecticut -
expenses paid Add to the picture a 
judge, a set of buzzers, and official 
scorer, and several cheering fans in 
the Memorial Union Bu lding's MUB 
PUB, and you get the excitement 
and tension of UNH's first 
interscholastic College Bowl 
competition 
Starting in early November, the 
eighteen teams dwindled to four 
through the preliminary rounds of 
the competition Representing UNH, 
the Mini Dorm team (Dennis Chase, 
Lindsay Colby, Kathryn Smith, 
Michael Coolidge, and Patrick 
Brennick) placed a respectable 
fourth n the regional competition at 
Storrs, behind Harvard, MIT and 
UCONN 
147 
This year's edition of the UNH wrestling team 
might as well be relabeled " The Chest Davis Story " 
Davis, a native of Wakefield, Mass. couldn 't have 
had a better season as he posted a 25-6 record and 
finished his career with a 52-16 record, the best 
ever for a wrestler 
But the biggest event came at the New England 
Championships where Davis earned himself the 
title of New England's best in the 177 pound 
bracket. The championship earned him a trip to 
the NCAA's, only the second Wildcat to do so. 
148 
WRESTLING 
And though Davis didn' t make it beyond the first 
round thanks to Scott Mansur of Portland State 
and a 15-4 decision it couldn 't dampen his 
bright season . 
But the whole season certainly wasn't based 
around Davis because the Wildcats finished with a 
4-13 mark. 
Yet, the record doesn't honestly reflect the season, 
as UNH, under first year coach Jim Urqhart, 
religiously relinquished two weight classes before 
each match . Though the Wildcats were hard 
pressed to field a full squad, the six regulars they 
did have all earned trips to the New England 
championships. 
Four Wildcats seniors Marc Brown and John 
Boghos, junior Phil Voss and freshman Doug 
McAllister dropped out early from the 
competition . But in complementary style to Davis' 
victory sophomore heavyweight Joe Lacasse 
picked up a third place, winning three matches 

















THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND 
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Fort Lauderdale, Tampa/St. Pete, 
Daytona, Miami It was great. 
The water was so warm You 
wouldn't believe. And the girls/guys 
were gorgeous. 
Stick it in your ear. 
What do you think of my tan? 
Huh? Jeez you look like the 
underbelly of a fish Just kidd ng. 
Boy, the weather was so nice Got 
out on the beach early in the 
morning and just soaked up the rays 
all day 
You like tans? I got a microwave 
oven at home. I soaked up a lot of 
rain. 
We even got to go down to 
Disneyland That place is amazing. 
It's Ike a city all its own 
You probably went to the Mickey 
and Minnie porno show. 
There were so many students you 
wouldn't believe it. And we all got 
so wasted What a party Cases of 
Lowenbrau on the way down Cases 
of Beck's on the way back. 
I saw three people under 40 and 
drank a V-8. 
I'm definitely going down again 
next year 
Why don't you go now? 
Well, I got to get going. I got 
some studying to do tonight. I'm 
way beh nd I've got three papers 
due Friday and a test next week. 
I'm all caught up. Sure you don't 











Caution: Construction Work in Progress 
Two things were apparent at the end of the 
1979-80 Wildcat hockey season, 1) It, 
ndeed was a rebu Id ng year as the roster 
(nearly half of which were freshmen) and 
the record (12-18, 9-15 in ECAC) 
indicated, 2) the years to come will 
certainly be more exciting. 
Graduation decimated the defending ECAC 
champions, claim ng five of last year's top 
six scorers. Only Bob Francis, th s year's 
captain, was the lone high-scoring forward 
left. 
The dismal record was the first losing one 
in coach Charlie Holt's career at UNH and 
the first for UNH since 1965-66. It was 
also the first time n eight years that UNH 
failed to make the playoffs 
But as forgetable as the complete season 
was, there were many moments which 
only meant a resurgence for the Wildcats 
in years to come 
One person who produced many such 
moments was Freshman walk-on Andy 
Brickly Brickly, a center, finished third n 
the scoring race behind Francis (138 
career points) and Dana Barbin (9-25-34) 
with 15 goals and 17 assists. Fourteen of 
those 32 points came in three games - a 
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two-goal, five assist effort 
against Air Force, a hat trick 
against Dartmouth and a hat 
trick and an assist against 
Vermont. 
Other freshmen who showed 
great potential for the future 
were speedy Dan Forget (25 
points), Chris Pryor (22 
points), Jay Miller (19 points), 
and goalie Todd Pearson 
Frank Barth, a junior, went 
over the 100 point mark with 
6 goals and 23 assists. 
Though the year ended on a 
good note (a 7-1 win over 
Northeastern University) and 
the beginn ng was pleasant 
with three ECAC wins, the middle was 
marred with losses. 
Inexperience was the Wildcat's greatest foe 
and for the most part of January and 
February, it was nexperience which won 
out. 
Yet, despite their lowly 11-14 over-al 
mark (8-11 ECAC) with just two weeks to 
go n the season, the possibility still 
remained for UNH to make the playoffs. 
Vermont, however, began the ending for 
UNH when it avenged an earlier 9-2 loss 
with a 8-2 drubbing of the Cats n UVM's 
Gutterson Field House Providence later 
jumped out to a 4-0 lead before winn ng, 
7-4 
The end ng came soon after as Brown 
nailed down a 6-3 win in Providence 
before Colgate could add to the seven 
game losing streak, 7-4 
~. '\ 
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But as horrid as the 1979-80 season was 
for UNH hockey, it provided the optimist 
with a bright hope for the future 
Adding to this year's freshman crop will be 
a five-man group of forwards who are 
considered to be talent-ladened and able 
to step right nto the Wildcat system 
And with UNH losing only two players to 
graduation, Francis and John Normand 
(29-34-63), it seems only a matter of time 
- a summer in fact - before UNH is 
once again a legitimate part of the crazy 
ECAC Division I hockey race 
UNH OPP 
0 Ohio State 1 
0 Ohio State 1 
5 Bowl ng Green 2 
4 Bowling Green 2 
3 BC 5 
4 BU 3 
5 RPI 4 
6 Cornell 3 
1 Harvard -4 
3 UMaine 4 
6 Princeton 1 
5 BC 8 
9 Air Force 4 
4 St. Lawerence 5 
0 St. Lawrence 4 
2 Clarkson 8 
3 BU 10 
4 Northeastern 3 
3 RPI 2 
4 Dartmouth 7 
9 Vermont 2 
8 Yale 7 
3 BC 4 
4 Providence 5 
5 UMaine 6 
2 Vermont 8 
4 Providence 7 
3 Brown 6 
4 Colgate 7 









So what else is new? 
It's really getting to be kind of monotonous. Every time 
Jean Rill ng gets her hands on a field hockey or 
lacrosse team, the team almost automatically goes on 
to a tournament and gets all kinds of attention 
Somehow, Rilling always manages to build teams that 
roll laughingly over every opponent on their way to 
post-season play 
So it was with the women's lacrosse team n 1980, but 
with a few changes. There were fewer veterans (in fact, 
there were four complete beginners on the team) 
There were fewer blowouts. And there were more 
losses. 
Never the less, UNH's 9-5 record included a second 
place finish in the New England regionals and seventh 
place in the nation - ~.--.,,,., ____ ,., 
Among the reasons for the Cat's success was the play 
of senior Donna O'Brien (2 35 goals per game), Carla • 
Hesler and Gaby Haroules. Rookie goalie Cathie 
Sawchuck had 70 percent save average 
Yes, there were several reasons for UNH's good 
showing in 1980, but probably the biggest one was the 




15 Bowdoin 4 
12 Bridgewater 3 
Harvard 6 
7 Springfield 2 
15 Northeastern 2 
10 Dartmouth 5 
4 UMass 8 
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Under a rain of empty cans, paper 
cups, ketchup-covered french fries, 
and shouts of "he's got chowder 
breath II Tom Michaud jauntily threw 
off the coat of his three-piece suit, and 
removed his shoe to the tune of "The 
Stripper " He then poured a beer and 
a live goldfish nto the shoe and drank 
them both What did he get for it? The 
overwhelming approval of the MUB 
Pub crowd and two tickets to a J 
Geils concert. 
Michaud said he had never 
swallowed a goldfish before. "It was 
no problem," he said with a hiccup. 
"The Second Annual Goldfish Eating 
Contest" was the brainch Id of DJ Rick 
Bean "What's more college than 
eating a goldfish?" he asked with a 
grin "A college experience is not 
complete without a goldfish eating 
contest. 11 
The question, "How come you're 
not going to eat one?" drew such 
responses as, "I'm allergic to them" 
and "I forgot my blender 11 
Steve Worth and Ken Neu, 
however, did not forget their blender 
In fact their creative use of a blender 
was worth second prize, and two 
more J Geils tickets. "The Goldfish 
Drinking Team" poured two raw eggs, 
orange juice, a liberal amount of Irish 
Mist and two goldfish into the 
machine, whirring it to a froth which 
filled more than two beer mugs. 
The capacity crowd at the Pub 
Sunday night voiced a number of 
different opinions about swallowing 
goldfish 
"It'll be erotic," said junior Gregg 
Ublacker "Some people get into 
kinky stuff 11 
A small group of protestors, dubbed 
the "Save the Fish Coalition," passed 
out balloons and homemade buttons 
bearing "Save the Fish" slogans. 
Member Diane Orlando said, "I think 
it's terrible they're going to eat those 
poor little fish They're going to take 
blenders and everyth ng else How 
would you like to be that fish?" A 
male representative of the group 
equated Bean with "those people who 
slaughter dolphins and baby seals." 
In response, contestant Mark Spiedel 
proclaimed, "The people who think 
we shouldn't eat the fish can go to 
hell, but we shouldn't chew them up 
and be disgusting about it." He then 
proceeded to stand on his head and 
swallow a mug of beer containing his 
goldfish. He won a record album for 
his efforts. 
Another winner of a record album 
was the team of Trish Hogan and 
Danny Jilliany, who exchanged the 
fish in a kiss. "It was a birthday 
present to each other," Jilliany said 
The act which drew the most boos 
from the audience belonged to Rich 
Furlong, who speared his fish, roasted 
it over a Bic lighter and sauteed it in 
beer before swallowing it. He summed 
up his post-contest feelings with one 
word "Sick," he said 
Bean said he was pleased with the 
crowd's response. "I want people to 
come and get involved Whether they 
think it was great or the most horrible 
thing they ever saw, they're going to 
go out and talk about it. What could 
be better?" 
Whether or not they thought it was 
the most horrible thing they'd ever 
seen, they certainly crowded close 
around the dance floor as twelve 
goldfish were consumed in various 
forms and styles. 
They all left the Pub, already 
making plans for next year's contest. 
Ideas of rotisseries and deep-sea diving 















(pronounced do-ers, but who cares?) 
HARE ZEALOT 
AGE Two years, B.A.S.T (Born Again Standard Time) 
HOME Mind of " God" 
MAJOR. Dropped out two years ago 
HOBBIES Selling flowers, smiling, looking hurt and offended, brainwashing, speaking 
Korean 
LATEST BOOK. Fishing for CARP by the Rev Gadabout Gaddis 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT SI pping his roommate a Mickey Finn and donating h m 
to The Church 
QUOTE "I like you Why don't you like me? We' re not body snatchers. Come on, buy a 
flower You can have two if you want. Hey, we're having a little get together this 
weekend Why don't you join us? There'll be plenty of maracron and cheese " 
PROFILE Zombie-like demeanor, pale, shark's sm le, too damned happy Driven by 
The Church to drive other people to The Church 
HIS SCOTCH The Word of "God" 
MOOSE BLUDGEON 
AGE Late Triassic 
HOME Sawyer Hall 
MAJOR. Anthropology 
HOBBIES Crush ng rocks, setting off fire extinguishers, goin' Down Under, wrestl ng 
alligators. 
LATEST BOOK. Patriots by six over the Eagles 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT Learn ng the multiplication tables up to 12 
QUOTE "Oh, I don't know Gotta ask Coach " 
PROFILE Large, brutish, thick eyebrows and hairy knuckles, about as sharp as a 
bowling ball Driven by primal throbbing to cripple other people and not get 
arrested - he wants to play pro football 
HIS SCOTCH Kegs 
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PERCIVEL "NICK" WINSLOW 
AGE. 18 (going on three) 
HOME Stoke Hal I 
MAJOR. Who knows 
HOBBIES Trying to look old enough to buy I iquor, sneaking nto closed parties, rush ng 
fraternities, trying to grow a mustache 
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK The Amazine Spiderman #197 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT Doing a train at 5 Sunday morning after drinking two 
sixes of Miller, smoking joints of Columbian and one Thai stick, doing innumerable 
shots of tequila, and spending the night with Mopsy Shlabotnik. 
QUOTE "College is great. I was never allowed to stay up this late at home." 
PROFILE Energetic, calculating, horny Driven by a thirst for more beer and an excru-
ciating urge to know every senior woman on campus. 
HIS SCOTCH Pabst Blue Ribbon 
SUSIE CHAPPED-LIPS 
AGE A perpetual 13 
HOME Delta Zeta Sorority 
MAJOR. Friendship (self-designed) 
\ ) 
HOBBIES Getting psyched, crying at footbal games, putting on make-up. 
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK The Total Woman by Marabel Morgan 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT Driving to L.L. Bean's n the dark to buy some of those 
little alligators to sew on her monogrammed Fair Isle sweaters. 
QUOTE " All right, girls, lets go nuts at bids night. Get psyched We' re going to have a 
terrific weekend Ooooh 11 
PROFILE Cute, perky, vacuous, plastic. Driven to be friends with everybody But not 
that friendly 
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MORT DIGITALIS 
AGE 20 years, 3 weeks, 2 days, 5 hours, 6 minutes and 39 seconds 
HOME nside the DEC-10 computer at Kingsbury Hal I 
MAJOR. Computer Science, EE, ME, CE, and PE 
· ·· 11!1- ..... """"'" ...... ""'""""~ 
HOBBIES Making a better mousetrap, perpetual motion mach ne dynamics, picking the 
local dump for pieces of copper 
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK Manual to the FORTRAN language 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT Completing 17 years of work n three semesters, wh le 
maintain ng a 3 0 cum 
QUOTE " E = mc2" 
PROFILE Intel igent, pale, oily hair, flood pants, and perspiration-stained sh rts Driven 
by a throbbing need to make violent electric love with the DEC-10 console he has 
worked on recently 





AGE Chronologically 20 
MAJOR. Art, music and writing (self-designed) 
HOBBIES Making fun of Van Gogh, photography, and Woody Allen, writing poems 
dedicated to Emily Dickinson, sewing peasant blouses, not wearing a bra, brood-
ng and looking wistful 
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK Ulysses by James Joyce 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENTS Completing a canvas after Monet done entirely in 
Play-doh 
QUOTE "I am the literary daughter of Sylvia Plath, and niece of painter Georgia 
O'Keefe Thick red blood courses through my supple veins and I hear the cal I of my 
oppressed sisters. I hear them call ng, calling, calling. Blood " 
PROFILE Pretentious, pseudo-intellectual, bad-complexioned Driven to be the pre-
mier woman artist of this and the next century 
HER SCOTCH Bohemian tea with honey 
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STONEY (LAST NAME 
UNKNOWN) 
AGE (can't remember) 
HOME The Convent n Newmarket 
MAJOR. Forestry and Conservation 
' 
\ < 
HOBBIES Getting high, making yogurt, campaign ng for Jerry Brown, saying " No Nukes" 
at least every half hour, grubbing for roots and vegetables, listen ng to the Dead, 
getting high 
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK. The Hobbit by J R.R. Tolkien 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT Harvesting 56 pounds of homegrown from a cornfield off 
Route 155 after a late frost hit. 
QUOTE "Well, uh, you know Like wow, man Have you, uh, heard the Dead's latest cut 
man? Hey, you want some granola and pot brownies? No nukes, man " 
PROFILE Unshaven, dirty, reeks of dope Driven by an unmanageable desire to experi-
ence the qu ntessential high, while listen ng to the Dead on a Moebius loop of tape 
HIS SCOTCH Magen David 20/20 
G. HARRISON TWEED 
WARBUCKS 
AGE 21 
HOME McConnell Hall 
MAJOR. Money (self-designed through WSBE) 
HOBBIES Rolling pennies, buying Business Week to mpress his friends, spit-sh n ng his 
Porsche, sniffing wine 
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK How to Intimidate Little Animals and Make Big Bucks; it 
would have been Dicken's A Christmas Carol, but the end ng was "all wrong." 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT Sell ng 29 kegs of Genesse beer to the underage, beer-
starved kids n Stoke Hall 
QUOTE "College has merely been a means to an end - money Who needs english , 
biology or any of those subjects? Money is what's mportant. Money Cl nky-
Clanky bits of change " 
PROFILE Well-groomed, slick, miserly Droven by a compulsion to beam ionaire by 
the time he's 25, and dead of a heart attack a week later 
HIS SCOTCH Dewar's "White Label" of course (but only because he owns stock) 
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Leaves pop from their buds, birds begin to sing, and 
students venture forth into a freshly green world as April 
springs to existence. Frisbees are dusted and put back into 
action. Brave sun worshippers make the first sojourns to 
Hampton beaches or maybe just to the rooftop " Pebbles 
Beaches," in quest of having the best bronzed body before 
summer vacation . 
The fresh air and outdoor activities help to minimize the 
intensity of academic pressures. Unfortunately they 
continue to nag. Returning students worry about 
preregistration and major choice while graduating seniors 
are confronted with the responsibilities and fears of 
entering the " real world ." 
These academic worries occur only sporadically as 
students glide happily through the sun-filled days, 
unencumbered by heavy winter clothes. 
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MEN'S 
LACROSSE 
The 1980 lacrosse season was a fairly 
successful one, if a 6-6 record can mean 
success. Five of the Wildcat's six losses 
came at the hands of nationally ranked 
teams. 
After losing two of three games to top 
notch teams during spring break, the 
Wildcats returned home and won three in 
a row. But with hopes on the upswing for 
UNH, things began to go sour. 
A 16-15 overtime loss to Brown started a 
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four game losing streak which set the Cat's· In recognition for his prowess with a 
record back to 4-6. Victories over Vermont lacrosse stick, Fay won honorable mention 
and Bowdoin gave UNH its final record All-American honors. 
for the season . 
Above it all stood one junior. Tri-captain 
John Fay set three school scoring records 
during the season. Thanks to his 74 point 
performance, he won the career scoring 
title, and he sti 11 has a year to go. Fay also 
owns the marks for season assists and ' 
season points. 
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the season 
was senior midfielder Eric Fraser. Having 
left the baseball team, Fraser decided to 
try his hand at lacrosse in January, The 
new sport suited him just fine, and the 
Nashua native went on to score 16 goals 
and had four assists in his first and last 









The "expert" trai I began at the 
top of MUB hill, wound down the 
drive to Main Street, slid easily by 
Kappa Sig rounding the corner to 
the east side of the MUB, 
tunnelled under the ramp on the 
south side of the bu lding, trudged 
up the hill by Ham Smith, and 
paralleling Main Street returned to 
the start. The average time needed 
to complete this unwieldy course 
was thirty minutes for men and 
forty minutes for women 
Why did the course take so long 
to complete? The participants were 
confined to wheelchairs. The 
wheelchair trails were set up as 
part of Handicapped Awareness 
Day on April 24, a program 
designed so that students can 
become more aware of the 
problems that handicapped 
people, especially at the 
University, face every day 
The program was coord nated 
by the Occupational Therapy (OT) 
students and Alice Crow, 
coordinator of handicapped 
services. 
Aside from the opportunity to 
make a "trip" in a wheelchair, 
there was a display of 
handicapped aids and films 
focusing on problems faced by 
handicapped students. 
Aids used by handicapped 
students daily included vertical 
and horizontal palm handle 
utensils, two-sided toothbrushes 
and artificial limbs. ' 
Students were encouraged to 
sample peanut butter and jelly 
sandwiches with one stipulation, 
they had to make the sandwich 
with one hand Everyone joined in 
the fun, but realized that an easy 
task becomes difficult for the 
handicapped students. 
Films shown included "Is UNH 
Becoming More Accessible?" and 
"Beating the Averages 
Architectural Barriers" These films 
helped program participants 
further visualize the need for the 
buildings at UNH, as well as other 
public buildings, to make their 
services available to the 
handicapped community 
Aching arms and sore muscles 
were the end results of the "eye 
opening" experience Students left 
with the realization that 
wheelchair rides are more work 
than fun, eating is sometimes 
more of a cha I lenge than a 
gastronomical delight, and that 
some sections of the h lly terrain 
which characterizes the UNH 




With New Hampshire Crew 
It's 5 30 a.m on a cold February morning. The unfortunate 
insomniac crawls out of bed, and bleary-eyed, stares out the 
window onto Main Street, Durham The street is dark and 
silent with stark circles of light from the streetlights fall ng 
onto the abandoned road The nsomniac sighs, lonely, and 
begins to turn away But wait, the sound of laughter floats up 
to greet him from the sidewalk below He goes back to the 
window and peers down Three figures pass by clad n 
sweats and ski hats, talking in low voices. Who, he wonders, 
would be up this early n the morning? And then he sees -
on the back of each sweatshirt n bold white letters, it reads 
NEW HAMPSHIRE CREW 
Few sports require more dedication and teamwork than the 
sport of rowing. Here at UNH the crew is one of the most 
highly organized clubs on campus. As a club sport the team 
is largely responsible for all its functions ncluding finances, 
travel, and coaching. 
The crew is known for its pre-dawn, " you ' re nuts" winter 
practices, its ardent dedication and its enthusiastic spirit. 
Being a member of UNH crew means freezing on the Oyster 
River in March and often missing d nner Occasionally we 
see both the sunrise and sunset on the water in the same 
day 
The 1979-80 season was very successful with• all the men's 
and women's crews winning a good share of their races. It 
was a special year in other respects also . A new coaching 
staff took over· John "Panama" Marshall, Men's Vars ity 
coach, Neil Stacy, Men's Novice coach, and JoEllen Fuller, 
Women's coach It was special because they are all former 
UNH oarsmen, products of the Oyster River 
In the fall the team competed at regatt~s n Connecticut, 
Worcester, and Boston The men's lightweight eight took an 
impressive eighth place in the prestigious " Head of the 
Charles" regatte. 
Spring led to competition with Holy Cross, Worcester 
Polytech, Amherst, and Rhode Island On April 20, the first 
annual Alumni Day was held when many former oarsmen 
and women returned to test their skill with an oar against 
current team members. The spirit lives The day was also 
significant because of the dedication of the club's first new 
eight oared shell, the "Esprit de corps", a name befitting the 
UNH Crew 
In May the team traveled to Philadelphia for the east coast 
championsh p Dad Vail Regatta. The crew's hopes for a 
medal were in the women's junior-varsity eight. The final 
was a push and pull affair, UNH trading places with the 
Western Ontario crew all the way down the Schuykill River's 
2000 meter course. The rest of the New Hampshire team was 
on the river bank chanting, " U-N-H U-N-H " This was the 
only sound that could be heard, drowning out all others. At 
the flag Western Ontario won by just four-tenths of a second 
It was a great effort and at the crew's break-up party the JV 
eight were presented with medallions anyway by two of the 
team's zanies, "Pit" and "Zonk" 
With only a few of the team's members lost to graduation, 
the crew's prospects appear to be bright for the com ng 
years. 
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May is the cruelest month It is also the 
kindest. 
Finals mad dash opens it, graduation 
climaxes it, silence ends it. 
On warm days lovers sit on the T-Hall lawn 
and pretend to study, books spread out before 
them, notes flapping in the breeze The 
studying is futile The need to be together 
supercedes finals. Three and a half months of 
summer - of separation - loom and add 
weight to each word, add grace to each 
motion They look each other n the eye and 
try not to make promises they cannot keep. 
They swap home addresses and telephone 
numbers. They smile, sigh, and pack up the 
books and notes They strol I hand n hand 
back to the dorm or to the car or to the 
Kari-van stop, both th nking of September 
The seniors whoop it up. Friday and 
Saturday nights explode with senior bingers 
someone sh mmies up Frankl n Theater's 
marquee and steals its letters, the ATO wal is 
clogged and loud, parties spill from houses 
and apartments nto streets and sometimes nto 
Hampton Beach or Portsmouth or Packers 
Fal s. It's better to get drunk than to th nk 
about getting a job or finding a place to live 
To others it's that last hurrah before being 
plugged nto the nine to five Great American 
Money-Making Mach ne, it's a time to get 
really shitfaced before becom ng faceless. 
Late one Sunday afternoon it's over Parents 
file n and take the seniors away Durham 
sheds its college town skin 
Silence The store owners sm le and 
grimace, while the townspeople sigh A few 
mal ngerers take summer courses. Overnight 
the groundkeepers appear and begin the 
summer-long prettying up of campus and 
town 
September is May's kin Some students 
wonder if they will be back n September 
Others start jobs to pay for September The 
lovers long for September And the seniors, 
well the seniors, have hoarded 128 or more 
credits to be free of September's grip. 










In 1979, the UNH baseball team won 23 
games. Everybody involved with the team 
expected an invitation to the ECAC 
playoffs to be in the morning mail as soon 
as the season ended. The invitation never 
came. 
In 1980, the Wildcats struggled to a 
12-10 record. They weren't particularly 
artful in their performances, and had 
trouble with some of their smaller 
opponents. It was an "eh" season. 
But in 1980 the play off invitation came. 
After ending the season with a 
doubleheader split with Plymouth State, 
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the Cats were told to head south for the 
playoffs. 
The tournament was a let down, 
however, as the Cats lost their first two 
games in the double-elimination event, to 
UConn and Holy Cross. They had split 
double headers with both clubs earlier in 
the season. 
Despite UNH's less than awesome play 
over the season, there were some 
particularly bright lights which shone 
through. Junior Mike Salinaro won a 
starting spot in right field when Coach 
Ted Conner put together a stop-gap lineup 
in the beginning of the season. Salinaro 
went on to lead the team in triples, home 
runs and RBIs, and he finished with a 
.338 batting average. He put on an 
impressive show in the New England 
all-star game at Fenway Park in May. 
Charlie Jones, a senior, w.as UNH's top 
pitcher coming into the season. He 
finished 3-4 with a 3.43 earned run 
average. The tall right hander impressed 
the people who really count - the scouts 
- enough to be signed to a contract with 
the Los Angeles Dodgers. He was 





6 Lowell 13 
3 Brandeis 11 
2 Assumption 1 
5 St. Anselm's 2 
8 St. Anselm's 2 
20 St. Joseph's 1 
6 Bentley 3 
5 Bentley 0 
SPRING '80 
UNH OPP 
7 Providence 0 
3 Providence 1 
0 Massachusetts 2 
5 Massachusetts 6 
0 Northeastern 4 
3 Northeastern 4 
4 Sprinfield 12 
9 Springfield 16 
0 Rhode Island 1 
7 Rhode Island 6 
9 Holy Cross 8 
4 Holy Cross 7 
14 Dartmouth 4 
10 Dartmouth 3 
9 Boston College 5 
5 Boston College 2 
2 Vermont 0 
5 Vermont 2 
0 Connecticut 6 
4 Connecticut 3 
4 Plymouth State 7 
8 Plymouth State 7 
3 Holy Cross (ECAC) 10 
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Marianna B. Accomando 
Jayne E. Adams 
Nancy J. Adams 
Martha C. Aganski 
Beth T A lbert 
Cl ifford L. A lbro 
Jeanmarie J. Alfano 
EI-Hachemi Aliouche 
Christopher B. Allen 
Frances A. Alvarez 
Zoe 0. Ambergris 
Rebecca S. Amell 
Rebecca A. Andrew 
Christopher G.T Andrews 
Jeffrey G. Andrews 
Robert R. Andrews 
John H. Ankiewicz 
Cheryl M. Argue 
David Armstrong 
Susan D. Armstrong 
Melissa G. Arnold 
Charlene Arthur 
Karen B. Ashford 
Mary Lou Ashooh 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Stephen M. Askin 
Anne E. Atkinson 
Billye W Auclair 
Dana F Ayer 
Marc G. Ayotte 
Carolyn Avery 
Eugene Avery 
Brian D. Baer 
Li sa E. Baffi 
Robert Bagley 
Victor P Baillargeon 
Brend a L. Baker 
Deborah Kay Baker 
Kathleen Balkus 
Richard G. Ball 
Timothy A. Bamford 
Maureen E. Bannon 
Gordon L. Barker 
David G. Barr 
Adrian L. Barrett 
Chloe F Barrett 
Bruce W Barry 
Sarah E. Bartlett 
Deborah E. Basse 
Jonathan E. Bates 
Edward R. Bauer 
Robert Mozart Bauer 
Susan L. Baumann 
Paul S. Baur 
Mary-Lane Bearse 
AAAAAAABBBBBBBB BBBBBBBBBBBB BBB 
Juli e H. Beau lieu 
Roslyn D. Beaupre 
Cyndy L. Bechtel! 
M. Ell en Beck 
James C. Becker 
Kathryn A. Beebie 
Barbara A. Beers 
Joseph W Belanger 
Juli e A. Bell 
Shery l L. Bell 
Jani ce A. Belmonte 
Raymond A. Beloi n 
Abderrah Benguerrah 
M ary lou Bennett 
Roy H . Berger 
Constance M . Bergeron 
M aureen E. Bergeron 
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Jenn ifer M. Weston 
Pamela J. Weston 
Greg A lan Wheeler 
Lee A. Wheeler 
Meredith A. Wheeler 
Peter B. Whitcomb 
Cindy L. White 
John E. Whitmore 
Scott D. Whitney 
Timothy John Wholey 
David W Wi Ide 
Steven N. Williams 
Terrence L. Williams 
Wendy R. Williams 
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
Karen L. Wills 
Heather Locke Wing 
John T Wiseman 
David N Woerpel 
Konstanse J. Wohlander 
Jacob 5. Wolpe 
Donald L. Wood 
Marcella J. Wood 
Karen Jean Woodfin 
Dianne C. Woodland 
Ellen M . Woodruff 
Catherine Ruth Woodward 
Ruth G. Woollett 
Gail G. Woolsey 
David J. Wozniak 
Sue G. Wright 
Margaret A. Wulftange 
Mary Jean Wylie 
Gregory P Xiggoros 
Germaine G. Yeager 
Hillary Phelps Young 
Bridget M. Yule 
Michael K. Yurgeles 
Laura A. Zadrowski 
Joel A. Zafris 
Frederick P Zecha, Jr. 
Barbara J. Zemlin 
Nadine L. Zevos 
Gregory A. Zito 
Susan Zucker 
WWWWWWWX XX X XY Y YY YY YYZ ZZZZZZZ 
DEGREE RECIPIENTS '79 '80 
A 
JANE ANN ABBOTT 
Mathematics Education 
RICHARD JAMES ABBOTT 
Resource Economics 
JANE SUSAN ABELSON 
Computer Science 
MICHAEL PAUL ABRAHAM 
Administration 
JAMES WARD ABRUSAMRA 
Forest Resources 
MARIANNA 8 . ACCOMANDO 
Fine Arts 
JOHN E. ACRES 
Botany Plant Pathology 
HERBERT ROY ADAMS 
Applied Business Management 




NANCY J. ADAMS 
Mathematics 
MARTHA C. AGANSKI 
Music - Performance 
JO-ANN MONTGOMERY AIELLO 
Home Economics Education 
DOUGLAS PAUL AKERLEY 
Plant Science 
ANNETTE M. ALBERT 
Music Educ·ation 
BETH T ALBERT 
English 
CLIFFORD L. ALBRO 
Plant Science 
ELIZABETH V ALCOTT 
School for Lifelong Learning 
TIMEOTEO FLORES ALDAPE JR. 
School for Lifelong Learning 




HOLLY P ALLAIRE 
Botany & Plant Pathology 
ROBERT DONALD ALLARD 
Physics 
CHRISTOPHER B. ALLEN 
Business Administration 
MARCIA KESSELi ALLEN 
Library Service 
SHERMAN JOHN ALLEN JR. 
Management 




FRANCES A. ALVAREZ 
Microbiology 
ZOE 0. AMBARGIS 
Math - Science 
CONSTANT/NOS EVAGGEL AMBELIOTIS 
Civil Engineering 
REBECCA S. AMELL 
Animal Science 
ROYDON P AMES 
Management 
WARREN AMES Ill 
Animal Sciences 
ARTHUR GARY ANDERSON 
Administration 
CHERYLL.ANDERSON 
Applied Plant Science 
GILLIAN LEIGH ANDERSON 
History 
JAMES D. ANDERSON 
Civil Technology 
MICHAEL EVERETT ANDERSON 
Computer Science 
WALTER THOMAS ANDERSON 
School for Lifelong Learning 
REBECCA A. ANDREW 
Theater 
CHRISTOPHER G.T ANDREWS 
Business Administration 
JEFFREY G ANDREWS 
Civil Engineering 
ROBERT R. ANDREWS 
Computer Science 
JOHN H. ANKIEWICZ 
Earth Science 
GREGORY MIL TON ANTHONY 
Administration 
CAROL CHRISTINE ANTONAK 
Communication Disorders 
CHERYL M. ARGUE 
Microbiology 
THOMAS WILLIAM ARGUE 
Health Administration & Planning 
FE GUZMAN AR/NO 
Microbiology 




ROBERT PHILBRICK ARMSTRONG 
Political Science 
SUSAN D. ARMSTRONG 
Applied Animal Science 
THOMAS ROBERT ARMSTRONG 
Geology 
LOIS ELIZABETH ARNOLD 
Communications/Animal Science 
MELISSA G. ARNOLD 
Zoology/Psychology 
ANN M. ARSENAULT 
School for Lifelong Learning 
CHARLENE ARTHUR 
Occupational Therapy 
KAREN B. ASHFORD 
Nursing 
MARY LOU ASHOOH 
Art History 
GARY JOHN ASKER 
Fine Arts 
STEPHEN M. ASKIN 
Zoology 
ANNE E. ATKINSON 
Economics 
DONALD HUNTLY ATWELL, JR. 
Civil Engineering 
BILL YE W AUCLAIR 
Biology 
MICHAEL GEORGE AUGER 
Business Administration 
GARY BATES AUSTIN 
Math - Economics 
ROBERT WILLIAM AVERELL 







MARC G. AYOTTE 
Business Administration 
DAVID PETER AZAR/AN 
Political Science 
B 
DOREEN A. BABCOCK 
Child-Family Services 
JEFFREY EDWARD BABINO 
Business Administration 
GREGORY NEIL BACON 
Theater 
BRIAN D. BAER 
Science - Math 






DEENA G BAILEY 
Child-Family Studies 
MARK R. BAILEY 
Mechanical Engineering 
VICTOR P BAILLARGEON 
Chemistry 
BRENDA LYNN BAKER 
Nursing 
DEBORAH KAY BAKER 
Business Administration 
DENIS ROLAND BAKER 
Forest Management 
PETER NOYES BAKER LISA GRACE BAUGHER ROY H. BERGER 
Forest Technology Physical Education Computer Science 
ROBERT CHARLES BALDI ELIZABETH NICOLOFF BAUM CONSTANCE M. BERGERON 
Recreation & Parks Communications Disorders Consumer Studies 
ESTHER KHRISTINA BALDWIN SUSAN L. BAUMANN DANIEL JOHN BERGERON 
Business Administration Chemical Engineering Forest Technology 
RICK D. BALDWIN PAULS. BAUR MAUREEN E. BERGERON 
Chemical Engineering Physics Business Administration 
KATHLEEN BALKUS JEFFREY THOMAS BEAN FORREST A. BERGEVIN 
Microbiology English Applied Business Management 
RICHARD G. BALL JULIA RICHARDSON BEAN ROBERT GRAY BERKMAN 
Economics Food Services Management Hotel Administration 
TIMOTHY A. BAMFORD MARY-LANE BEARSE KIMBERLEY A. BERNARD 
German Hotel Administration Hotel Administration 
JOHN CLIFTON BANISTER JULIE H. BEAULIEU LINDA E. BERNARD 
General Studies Zoology Occupational Therapy 
MAUREEN E BANNON ROSLYN D. BEAUPRE JILL A. BERNIER 
Business Administration Business Administration Social Service 
GEORGE HENRY BARBY CYNDY L. BECHTELL KATHLEEN AMBER BERNIER 
School for Lifelong Learning Communication Disorders Applied Business Management 
LOUANNE MAE BARCO M. ELLEN BECK LEO ROBERT BERNIER 
Sociology Animal Sciences/Studio Art General Studies 
JODY N BARDEN JAMES C. BECKER DAVE THOMAS BERRIOS 
Forest Technology Computer Science Recreation & Parks 
GORDON L. BARKER KATHRYN A. BEEBIE GORDON R. BERRY 
Plant Science Psychology Geography 
JOHN CHARLES BARKER BARBARA A. BEERS ROBIN A. BERRY 
General Studies Botany & Plant Pathology Social Service 
HANS PETER BARLOW HAKIM BELA/DI ROBERT LANCE BERSIN 
General Studies Mechanical Engineering Civil Engineering 
BRUCE THOMAS BARNARD JOSEPH W BELANGER DARLENE A. BERTRAND 
History Environmental Conservation Physical Education 
DAVID GEORGE BARR PETER B. BELANGER BONNIE M. BETHUNE 
Administration Entomology Environmental Conservation 
ADRIAN L. BARRETT DAVID ELLIS BELFORD ROBIN A. BEWLEY 
Communications Forest Management General Studies 
CHLOE F BARRETT RONALD ROGER BELIVEAU KAREN J. BICKFORD 
Animal Sc ience Mechanical Engineering Psychology 
MARYROSE BARRINGTON JULIE A. BELL 
KEITH STEPHEN BICKFORD Psychology Psychology 
Management 
BRUCE W BARRY SHERYL L. BELL 
LEON A. BICKFORD Forest Resources Plant Science 
Psychology 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES BARRY JANICE A. BELMONTE 
R. BENNETT BICKNELL Civil Engineering Pre-Vet 
Mechanical Engineering 
FAITH ANN BARRY RAYMOND A. BELDIN 
FRANK R. BIES Ill Child-Family Studies Business Administration 
Business Administration 
SARAH E. BARTLETT BRENT ANTHONY BELZ 
ALEXANDRA BILLINGSLEE Occupational Therapy English 
DEBORAH E. BASSE BARBARA M. BEMIS BRENDA L. BIRD 
Business Administration Applied Business Management Social Service 
ROBERTO ROCCO BASSO, JR. JO ANN BENDER JEFFREYS. BIRD 
Hotel Administration Sociology History 
HEIDI CHRISTINE BATCHELDER JOANNE REGINA BEND/KS JAMES K. BISKADUROS 
Animal Sciences Psychology Electrical Engineering 
JOAN HEATHER BATCHELDER ABDERRAH BENGUERRAH LAURA ANN BJORK 
Linguistics Mechanical Engineering /Economics Communications 
ROBERT LOUIS BATEMAN ROYD ALAN BENJAMIN MICHAEL KEVIN BLACK 
Forest Technology Civil Engineering Forest Technology 
JONATHAN E BATES MARYLOU BENNETT KATY ANN BLAINE 
Hotel Administration Nursing Applied Animal Science 
DAVID D. BAUER JOLENE BENOIT BRYCE BLAIR 
Business Administration Applied Animal Science Civil Engineering 
EDWARD R. BAUER FRANCES HILL BENTON ELLEN T BLAIR 
Zoology Political Sc ience Business Administration 
ROBERT MOZART BAUER JAMES ALAN BERDELA KAREN E. BLANCHARD 
Electrical Eng ineering Hotel Administra tion Environmental Conservation 
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KATHERINE ANN BLANEY 
Management 
KATHLEEN M. BLANEY 
Spanish 
GEORGE HAROLD BLAXTER, JR. 
Business Administration 
ROBYN B. BLEECKER 
Zoology 
ANDREW JOHN BLISS 
Civil Engineering 
GRAYDON C. BLISS Ill 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
MARGARET NARC/SSA BLISS 
Animal Sciences 
SUSAN C. BLISS 
Physical Education 
TERRY J. BLONDER 
Animal Science 
ROBERT SHEPARD BLOOD 
Business Administration 
ALLEN BRUCE BLOOMROSEN 
Environmental Conservation 




PATRICIA MARY BOHNER 
Physical Education 
DAVID JOHN BOISVERT 
Occupational Therapy 
KATHLEEN M. BOISVERT 
Communications 
RALPH J. BOISVERT 
Counseling/Organizational Development 
KAREN M. BOLTON 
Community Development 
MARK B. BONSIGNOR 
Geology 




SUSAN ELIZABETH BORDEAU 
Business Administration 
RALPH E. BORDEN 
School for Lifelong Learning 
ALLISON A. BORING 
Health Administration & Planning 
ANTHONY PETER BORTONE 
School for Lifelong Learning 
FARID BOSLI 
Electrical Engineering/Economics 
MARK W BOSSI 
School for Lifelong Learning 
RONALD LEO BOSWORTH 
School for Lifelong Learning 




FRANCIS DANIEL BOUCHARD 
Civil Engineering 
DAVID L. BOUCHER 
Mechanical Engineering 
MILDRED THEREASA BOUCHER 
General Studies 




ALLEN HOMER BOUDREAU 
Management 
JEAN MARIE BOUDREAU 
Applied Plant Science 
JEAN D. BOURGELAIS 
Death Education & Counseling 
DENNIS MICHAEL BOURQUE 
Applied Business Management 
JANE ANN BOURQUE 
Social Work 
MARGARET ANN BOURQUE 
Consumer Studies 
HOLLY BREVOORT BOWDOIN 
Human Nutrition & Diet 
DONALD E. BOWEN 
School for Lifelong Learning 
RICHARD THOMAS BOWEN 
School for Lifelong Learning 
LAURA J. BOWERING 
Zoology 
Psychology 
KATHRYN J. BOWMAN 
Occupational Therapy & Theater 
NANCY ANN BOXSHUS 
Administration 




MARTHA MARYANNE BRACK 
Applied Business Management 




FREDERICK WILLIAM BRANCH Ill 
Business Administration 
WILLIAM MCKINLEY BRANDON 
Business Administration 
RICHARD E. BRANNAN 
Zoology 
CHRISTOPHER PAUL BRANT 
Physical Education 
JOHN DAVID BRANTLEY 
Food Service Management 
ELIZABETH S. BRAUD/S 
Communications 
WILLIAM PETER BRAYTON 
The Arts 
BERDINE S. BREAKSTONE 
Recreation Administration 
MICHAEL CHARLES BREAULT 
Management 
MARCIA LOU BREHM 
Zoology 
PEGGY BRESEE 
Counseling Women /Social Work 
KENNETH PAUL BREWER 
Chemical Engineering 
MELISSA A. BREWER 
Animal Science 
JAMES MARSHALL BRIGHENTI JR. 
Wildlife Management 




JAMES EDWARD BR/ZARO 
School for Lifelong Learning 
NOREEN THERESE BROPHY 
Health Administration & Planning 
SHARON E BROPHY 
Nursing 
WILLIAM B. BROPHY, JR. 
Social Service Administration 
MELINDA NOELLE BROTHERTON 
Psychology/Sociology 
MICHELE MARIE BOUILLARD 
Communications 
KAREN MARIE BROUWER 
Occupational Therapy 
BEVERLY J. BROWN 
Plant Science 
GEORGIA LYNN BROWN 
Communication Disorders 
JEFFREY P BROWN 
Hotel Administration 
LAVONNE E. BROWN 
Computer Science 








PAMELA JOYCE BROWN 
Occupational Therapy 
PAUL G BROWN 
General Studies 
SUSAN ANNMARIE BROWN 
Business Administration 
THOMAS LEO BROWN 
Management 
VIRGINIA WINIFRED BRUEN 
Mechanical Engineering 
BARRY R. BUCK 
Zoology 
HELEN CICELY BUCKLEY 
Microbiology 




CYNTHIA A. BUHNER 
Physics 




SUSAN G. BURBANK 
Nursing 
HENRY DANIEL BURBINE, JR. 
Communications 
JAMES ALLEN BURCHELL 
History 
LAUREL B. BURDITT 
Nursing 
STEPHEN N BURFEIND STASIA MAY CALLAGHAN SARA J. CARROLL 
Business Administration Hotel Administra tion Fine Arts 
JAMES M. BURGESS NANCY ROSS CALLAHAN FRED Y CARTER 
Forest Resources Home Economics Sports Broadcasting 
CHARLES NICHOLAS BURKE LISA JOAN CALLAN ROBERT GLEN CARTER 
Geology Applied Business Management Economics 
JENNIFER K. BURKE WILLIAM JOHN CAMERON PATRICIA M. CASEY 
Applied Animal Science Physical Education Economics 
JOHN H. BURKE Ill DIANE L. CAMIRE STEPHEN PATRICK CASEY 
Forest Management Social Service School for Lifelong Learning 
JUDITH ANN BURKE ELEANOR T CAMPAGNA MICHAEL J. CASIMIRO 
School for Lifelong Learning Hotel Administration Business Administration 
BILLY BURKS DANIEL SCOTT CAMPBELL DANIEL F CASSEDY 
Business Administration School for Lifelong Learning Anthropology 
LESLIE C. BURLEIGH CATHERINE A. CAMPION DONNA M. CASTON 
Occupational Therapy Occupational Therapy Psychology 
VIRGINIA ELLEN BURN DENISE L. GAMPONG HELEN A. CASWELL 
Animal Science Fine Arts Civil Engineering 
MARGARETE BURNHAM BRIAN E. CANALE PHYLLIS JEAN CAVANAUGH 
Social Service/Psychology Mechanical Engineering Human Nutrition & Diet 
RACHEL SHIRLEY BURNHAM PAUL DANIEL CANFIELD STEPHEN N. CAVANAUGH 
Zoology Criminal Justice Applied Business Management 
WILLIAM ALLAN BURNHAM THOMAS L. CANTOR THOMAS R. CAVANAUGH 
Business Administration Chemical Engineering Applied Business Management 
CHARLES CHURCHILL BURNS ANNE M. CAPUTI SUSAN G. CAVERLY 
Business Administration Student Designed Communications Disorders 
CHRISTOPHER PAUL BUSA PHYLLIS R. CARABELAS HUSEYIN TEVFIK CAVUSOGLU 
Applied Plant Science Theater Arts Economics 
BONITA GAIL BUSQUE KATHY M. CARD GRETCHEN A. CAYWOOD 
' Real Estate English Education Chemistry 
JOHN L. BUSWELL GREGORY PAUL CARDIN MIRYANA TAMARA CELIKKOL 
Biochemistry Resource Economics Economics 
DEANNA BUTLER ROBERT C. CARDIN JONATHAN DAVENPORT CHACE 
Recreation Administration Business Administration Forest Technology 
EVELYN ANN BUTLER EDWARD EWING CAREY JOHN R. CHAGNON 
Applied Business Management Plant Science Civil Technology 
KELLNER E BUTLER MAUREEN BURKE CAREY KAREN ALICE CHAGNON 
Health Administration & Planning General Studies Home Economics 
KATHLEEN C. BUTTNER ELIZABETH EMERY CARLISLE KAMOLNAI CHAIXANIEN 
Occupational Therapy Spanish Chemical Engineering 
ANTHONY RINO BYRNE NANCY L. CARLO JOHN MINOT CHALMERS 
Business Administration Animal Science Chemical Engineering 
THOMAS BURKE BYRNE Ill BETHE. CARLSON FREDERICK MICHAEL CHALOUX 
Business Administration Math /Chemistry Electrical Engineering Technology 
LIN A. CARLSON GEORGE JOHN CHALTAS 
C Political Science/English Music 
ROBERTA.CARNEVALE PAMELA CHAMBERLAIN 
School for Lifelong Learning Social Work 
LINDA CABOT PATRICIA ANN CARNEY CHRISTINA CHANT 
Animal Science Child-Family Studies English /Philosophy 
SUSAN JEAN GACH/ON GREGORY CARON ELLEN F CHAPIN 
Social Work Food Services Management Plant Science 
CHARLES W CADAR/0 PAUL ADRIEN CARON CYNTHIA ANNE CHAPMAN 
Social Service Psychology Business Administration 
GEORGE E. CAHILL RENEE CARON LAURIE ANN CHAPMAN 
Plant Science Zoology Business Administration 
DONN THOMAS CAIRNS THOMAS L. CARON Ill BRUCE R. CHARTIER 
School for Lifelong Learning History Economics 
CATHY J. CALANDRIELLO ANNE MARIE CARPENTINO ALISON J. CHASE 
Psychology Nursing Animal Science 
JOHN T CALDWELL CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL CARR BILL CHASE 
Civil Engineering Management General Studies 
JOHN CLARK CALHOUN IV HENRY WHITNEY CARR RICHARD ROY CHASE 
Political Science Science General Studies I; 
MICHELE A. CALIFANO MARY L. CARROLL ALAN DAVID CHENEY 
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JEFFREY D. CHERRINGTON 
Health Administration & Planning 
GINA MAUCERI CHIARA 
Applied Business Management 
TARYN LAYNE CHIARELLA 
Psychology 
LESLIE J. CH/COS 
English /Business Administration 
JOEDY L. CHIDESTER 
Psychology 
LAI LEH CHIN 
Human Nutrition & Dietetics 
DAVID W CHOATE, JR. 
Economics 




RONALD DAVID CHRISTIE 
Economics 
DAVID A. CHRISTOPHER 
Plant Science 
JOHN F CHURAS 
Chemical Engineering 
MARY ROSE CIARAMETARO 
Spanish 
JENNIFER L. CILLEY 
Art 
MONICA ANNE CIOLFI 
Anthropology 
STEPHEN PAUL CISSELL 
Food Services Management 
CYNTHIA CLARE 
Political Science 
ARTHUR WILLIAM CLARK 
Psychology 
CATRIANA D. CLARK 
Psychology 
DOUGLAS EDWIN CLARK 
History 
JANE M. CLARK 
Psychology 
LAURA LEE CLARK 
Music Education 
LISA L. CLARK 
Occupational Therapy 
ROBERT PARKER CLARKE Ill 
English 
SARAH J. CLARKE 
Sociology 
MELVIL B. CLAUSON 
Chemical Engineering 
DARLENE M. CLAY 
Psychology 
BARBARA HALL CLAYTON 
Sociology 
KATHLEEN L. CLAYTON 
English Teaching 
KATHY ANN CLEGG 
General Studies 
JOHN A. CLEMENTS 
Business Administration 
ANDREW P CLOSE 
Applied Animal Science 
DAVID J. CLOUGH 
Biochemistry 
RUTH E. CLOUGH 
Math /Economics 
MARK C. CLOUTIER 
Business Administration 
MICHAEL JAMES CLOUTIER 
Psychology/Administration 




JAMES COLIN COBBAN 
Business Administration 
ROSEANN JANE COELLNER 
Spanish 
SUZANNE ROUSSEAU COFFEY 
The Arts 
THOMAS J. COFFEY 
Biology 
STEVEN GERALD COHEN 
Anthropology 
DAVID B. COLDREN 
Communications 
ELAINE A. COLE 
Social Service 
VINCENT PATRICK COLELLA 
Business Administration 
DORIS I. COLEMAN 
Home Economics /Nutrition 




JANET MARIE COLL/ANDER 
Biology 
MARTIN RICHARD COLLIN 
English 
BERNARD FRANCIS COLLINS 
Management 
CHARLETTE G. COLLINS 
School for Lifelong Learning 
THOMAS WILLIAM COLLINS 
Forest Mangement 
SCOTT W COLWELL 
Business Administration 
KENNETH DONALD COM/RE 
Environmental Conservation 
MICHAEL R. COMIS 
Mechanical Engineering 
ROBERT CHARLES COMITO 
Business Administration 
CHERYL A. COMPOS 
Nursing 
ANN PATRICIA CONDON 
History 
LAURA A. CONDON 
Psychology 
LESLEY S. CONDON 
Food Services Management 
CHARLES F CONE 
Forest Management 
KRISTINE E. CONNOLLY 
Geology 
"THOMAS JAMES CONNOLLY 
Hotel Administration 
EUGENE RAYMOND CONNOR, JR. 
Civil Engineering 
PATRICIA CONNOR 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
JAMES M. CONNORS 
Economics 
ROBERT JOHN CONSTANTINE 
Environmental Conservation 
CAFOUI ELLIOTT COO 
Business Administration 
SHARROL L. COOK 
Spanish 
EUGENE A. COOKSON 
Recration & Parks 
EILEEN M. COOLEY 
Psychology 
CHARLES /RV/NG COON 
Biochemistry 
ROBERT NICKERSON COONEY 
Biochemistry 
GREGORY THOMAS COPE 
English 
JANET MARIE COPE 
Physical Education 
DONNA PRATT COPPULA 
Electrical Engineering 
JEFFREY RALPH CORCORAN 
Food Services Mangement 




WILLIAM BRADSHAW CORSON 
Hotel Administration 
PHOEBE OAKLEY CORY 
Child-Family Studies 
ANTHONY J. COSKIE, JR. 
School for Lifelong Learning 
DEBORAH L. COSTA 
Linguistics 
ALBERT E. COTE 
School for Lifelong Learning 
ALICE ROSE COTE 
Nursing 
DAVID W COTE 
Pre-Veterinary Medicine 
GILBERT J. COTE 
Biochemistry 
JANET M. COTE 
Child Psychology 
KAREN A. COTE 
History 
MICHAEL EUGUENE COTE 
Computer Engineering 
RONALD L. COTE 
Business Administration 
ROY W COTTON 
Microbiolgoy 
KEVIN SEAN COUGHLIN 
Business Administration 
RICHARD JOHN COUGHLIN 
Mechanical Engineering 




DANIEL JOSEPH COURTNEY JR. CAMERON G CUDHEA DAVID L. DANCAUSE 
Business Adminis tration Recreation Administration Civil Engineering 
JOHN COUSIAND Ill ALICE CULHANE NANCY A. DANCKER 
Business Administration English Communications Disorders 
RONALD GEORGE COUTURE DIANE S. CULLEN RUSSELL M. DANSON 
Hotel Administration Home Economics Education Mechanical Engineering 
BETSY W COWELL MELINDA L. CUMINGS KAREN CHRISTINE DARGIE 
Home Economics English Psychology 
SARAH E. COWLES JAMES GEORGE CUMMINGS FILOMENA DASILVA 
Animal Science Behavioral Science Social Work 
DOUGLAS COX CAROLYN CUNHA CHESTER RUSSELL DAVIS 
Political Science Economics Physical Education 
KENNETH JAMES COX SUSAN JE CUNNIFF DONALD LEE DAVIS 
Physical Education Communications Biochemistry 
PATRICIA DOROTHY COX ROBERT ARTHUR CUNNINGHAM JENNIFER DAVIS 
Microbiology Business Administration Medical Technology 
CHRISTOPHER C. COYLE MARIANNE CURLEY LORI ANNE DAVIS 
Applied Animal Science Business Administration Business Administration 
KEVIN N COYLE JAMES JEFFREY CURRAN MARLENE LUCY DAVIS 
Business Administration Physics Applied Animal Science 
ANDREA L. CRABTREE JOAN S. CURRAN PATRICIA JANE DAVIS 
Occupational Therapy Social Service Microbiology 
ERNEST GEORGE CRAIG KEVIN T CURRY THOMAS WARREN DAVIS 
Business Administration Business Administration Computer Science 
MELISSA FRANCES CRAM STUART WRIGHT CURTIS TRACIE PAULINE DAY 
History Communications Hotel Administration 
DANIELS. CRAVEN CAROLE E CUTCLIFFE SARAH JANE DAYTON 
Entomology Music Education Applied Animal Science 
NELSON ALBERT CRAWFORD DIANE M. CYR DOUGLAS EDWARD DE LONG 
Business Administration Political Science Civil Engineering 
DEBRA ROBERTS CRESTA REGINA ANN DE NATALE 
Communication Disorders D Physical Education MICHAEL A. CRESPI ELIZABETH PERRY DEALY 
Business Administration/History Communications 
CAROL SUE CRICKENBERGER MIRA C. DABROWSKI ELIZABETH HEARD DEANE II 
Psychology Environmental Conservation Education Social Work 
JOHN FRANCIS CRISTIANO SUSAN ELIZABETH DAHL ELIZABETH A. DE CESARE 
Forest Resources Business Administration Occupational Therapy 
JOHN WILLIAM CR/TCHETT JEANE DAILEY CARLA LOUISE DECKER 
General Studies Economics /Business Administration Nursing 
CHRISTOPHER S. CROCKER DEBORAH WORRALL DALE MARY T DEEM 
English Psychology Nursing 
MICHAEL WILLIAM CROCKER JAMES P DALESSIO CLAIRE J. DE GRACE 
Computer Science Occupational Education Nursing 
GREIG P CRONAUER STEPHEN MICHAEL DALESSIO DANIEL B. DE HART 
Communications Resource Economics Forestry 
EDWIN FRANKLIN CROSBY BRIAN P DALEY JACQUELINE M. DELAHANTY 
Quality Control Mechanical Engineering Communications/English 
MARGARETB.CROSBY MICHAEL J. DALEY ROBERT W DELANCEY JR. 
Psychology Business Administration School for Lifelong Learning 
VERNE B. CROSIER PAULA MARIE DALEY CAROLE SUE DE LASKI 
General Studies Math /Computer Science Child-Family Studies 
LOU ANNE CROSS STEPHEN CHRISTOPHER DALONZO MARY JAQUl;LINE DEL/ER 
Health Administration & Planning Hotel Administration Sociology 
DARYL AMOS CROSSMAN JAY MARTIN DALY DIANE Y DELISLE 
School for Lifelong Learning Music Education Social Work 
TRAVER ARTHUR CROTEAU MICHAEL W DALY DOUGLAS E DE LONG 
Hydrology Hotel Administration Civil Engineering 
DEBORAH CATHERINE CROTO WILLIAM ALLEN DALY ALAN FLOYD DELOREY 
Microbiology Mechanical Engineering Computer Science 
P DANNY CROWELL KIM A. DAUELL ELLEN MARIE DELORIE 
Hotel Administration Business Administration Business Administration 
MICHAEL WILLIAM CROWLEY LINDA CONSTANCE DAMIANI ALLAN ALBERT DEMERS 
Microbiology Art History Computer Science 
JACQUELINE ADELE CUDD/HY ROBERT A. DANA BRUCE S. DEMING 
Human Nutrition & Diet Math /Economics History 
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TERESA LOUISE DE NAF/O 
Political Science 
DEBORAH A. DENNEHY 
Nursing 
JEFFREY PETER DENONCOURT 
Environmental Conservation 
ANDREW SOUTHWELL DENTON 
Business Administration 
SANDRA L. DEPALMA 
Social Service 
ELIZABETH J. DERRICK 
Communications 
ANDREA J. DE SANCTIS 
Social Work 
DEBORAH JEAN DE SANTIS 
Business Administration 
LINDA MARIE DESJARDINS 
School for Lifelong Learning 




ANN P DEVINE 
English Teaching/Elementary Education 
GAIL LYNN DEWEY 
Chemical Engineering 
MARK LESLIE DE YOUNG 
Mechanical Engineering 
GARY ROGER DEZ/EL 
Plant Science 
DAVID ALAN DICKINSON 
Business Administration 
ELIZABETH ANN DICKINSON 
Psychology 
JOHN MATTHEW DICKINSON 
Business Administration 
LEO PAUL D/Ck/NSON 
Geography 
JONATHAN M. DIMES 
Zoology 
SUZANNE RUTH DIMMOCK 
Music 
THOMAS G. DIMTSIOS 
Zoology 
GERHARD HANS DINDA 
School for Lifelong Learning 
SCOTT JOHN DIONNE 
Business Administration 




LESLIE BETH DOLAN 
Environmental Conservation 




GREGORY D. DONABEDIAN 
Business Administration 
GERALDINE STONE DONAHUE 
Nursing 
ROBERT JOSEPH DONAHUE 
Computer Engineering 
JOHN JAMES DONNELLY 
Political Science 
KATHY R. DONNELLY 
English 
MICHAEL EDWARD DONNELLY 
Animal Science 
SUSAN P DONNELLY 
Hotel Administration 
NICOLE L. DORIS 
Environmental Conservation 
CHRISTINE ANN DORMAIL 
Nursing 
LINDA MARIE DORMAN 
Studio Arts 
BRUCE F DOUGLAS 
Hydrology 
JULIE A. DOUILLET 
Botany & Plant Pathology 
NATHAN HOUSTON DOW 
Communications 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH DOW 
Recreation & Administration 
KATHERINE H. DOWD 
Music 
LEO BENEDICT DOWD Ill 
Hotel Administration 




LESLIE M. DOWST 
Music Education 




ELIZABETH MARY DOYLE 
Political Science 
J. PATRICK DOYLE 
Hotel Administration 
LORI DENISE DOYLE 
Applied Business Management 
JOHN MITCHELL DOZET 
Psychology 
JAMES CHRIS DRAGON 
Political Science 
CHRISTINE L. DRAVES 
Occupational Therapy 
KATHLEEN A. DREW 
Business Administration 
JOSEPH HENRY DRISCOLL 
Business Administration 
MARY JANE DRISCOLL 
Business Administration 
ANNE CORNELIA DRYDEN 
Human Nutriton & Diet 
MICHAEL RENE DUBE 
Business Administration /Economics 
RONALD DENNIS DUBOIS 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
SUE ELLEN DUBRAVA 
Plant Science 




ROGER R. DUCHARME 
School for Lifelong Learning 




KAREN L. DUFOUR 
Social Work 
PAUL JOSEPH DUFOUR 
Mathematics Education 
SAMUEL S . DULMAGE 
English 
BARBARA A. DUMONT 
Human Nutrition & Diet 
MICHAEL RENE DUNCAN 
School for Lifelong Learning 
MARIANNE HELENE DUNSFORD 
Social Work 
CHRISTOPHER WHITMAN DUPREY 
Real Estate 
SUSAN A. DUPREY 
Animal Science 
KAREN ELEANOR DURANT 
Business Administration 
MICHAEL D. DURGIN 
Political Science 
DAVID LEE DURKEE 
Mechanical Engineering 
RICHARD ALAN DURKEE 
Mechanical Engineering 
JOHN F DURKIN 
Electrical Engineering 
DAVID RICHARD DUROCHER 
Psychology 
ROBERT J. DURSO 
Computer Science 
HERMAN PATRICK DURST 
Forest Management 
CLEMENT ALBERT DUSSAULT 
Animal Sciences 
DAVID R. DUSSAULT 
Mechanical Engineering 
JEANNE M. DWYER 
Geology 
DOROTHY MARIE DYER 
Communications 
E 
MARY JANET EAGLESON 
English 








TIMOTHY D. EDES 
Business Administration 
JEFFREY W EINARSON 
Electrical Engineering 
ALFRED JAY EISENBERG BETSY M. FARR MICHAEL A. FIN/0 
Computer Science Animal Science English 
MICHAEL LOUIS ELDREDGE CHERYL ANN FARRELL JOAN MARIE FIORENTINO 
Political Science English Animal Science 
JOHN F ELLIOTT KEVIN FAUCHER ELIZABETH FISCHER 
Business Administration Computer Science Business Administration 
MARK ANDREW ELLIOTT ROBERT GARY FAUCHER MICHAEL R. FISHER 
Applied Business Management Communications Geology 
JAMES ELLIS PATRICIA C. FAY JACQUELINE A. FITCH 
Business Administration History/Political Science Animal Science 
SUSAN J. ELLIS PAUL CURLEY FAY KAREN JAYNE FITTS 
Social Service Political Science History 
RAY J. EMERSON Ill DOUGLAS A. FECTEAU KATHERINE S. FITTS 
Environmental Conservation Sociology/Social Work Business Administration 
JAMIE M. EMERY KAREN M. FEHRMANN GARY COLEMAN FLAHERTY 
Geology Applied Animal Science Environmental Conservation 
BRUCE E. EMMERTON JON FE/NS LORI L. FLAHIVE 
Rehabilitation Services Golf Business Administration 
ALEXANDRA ENGALICHEV KRISTEN LOUISE FELBER LAUREL ELIZABETH FLAX 
Medical Technology History Animal Sciences 
I 
JEANETTE L. ENGLE CAREN M. FELDSTEIN RICHARD F FLEIG 
Occupational Therapy Chemistry Physical Education 
MARTHA ROSE ENGLISH ANDREA LYNN FELLA BRADLEY WILLIAM FLETCHER 
History Mathematics /Psychology History 
MARIE T ENNIS JAMES COURTNEY FENN HENRY S. FLICKINGER 
Civil Engineering Applied Business Management Mechanical Engineering 
JON ANDREW EPSTEIN THOMAS ALLEN FENTRESS ANNMARIE FLORY 
Communications School for Lifelong Learning Nursing 
BEVERLY JEAN ERICKSON CYNTHIA MEINKE FERENCE JOHN W FLYNN 
Music Education Botany & Plant Pathology Business Administration 
JULIE LYNN ERICKSON JEANNIE FERGUSON MAUREEN A. FLYNN 
Plant Science Wildlife Management Occupational Therapy 
ELAINE EMILY ERICSON KATHRYN FERGUSON ANGELA FOEHL 
Music Education Studio Arts Communications 
STEVEN JOHN ERICSON ROSEMARIE FERRARA JOHN V FOLEY 
Environmental Conservation Business Administration Hotel Administration 
TERRY L. ESHELMAN CHRISTINE A. FERRARO PETER J. FOLEY 
Criminal Justice Microbiology Zoology 
MARY JANE ESIELIONIS CATHERINE ANNE FERREIRA SCOTT DOUGLAS FOLGER 
Business Administration Art History Resource Economics 
JANET TRUDY ESSEMBER THOMAS GERARD FERRINI SUSAN E. FOLK 
Animal Sciences History Fine Arts 
JOANNE LYNN ESTABROOK PAUL THOMAS FERRIS MICHAEL NORMAN FONTAINE 
Communications Political Science Environmental Conservation 
TRACY B. ESTANO LINDA A. FIDDES FRED V FORD 
Applied Animal Science Mathematics Civil Engineering 
DANIEL A. ESTEE ROGER EDWARD FIELD, JR. KAREN C. FORD 
I Health Administration & Planning Civil Engineering English 
JAMES KARRAS EVANGELOU SUSAN E. FIFE KAREN LEAREE FORD 
Economics Social Work/Psychology Accounting 
ELIZABETH I.AURIE EVERETT HUGH ROBERT FIFIELD RICHARD M. FORD 
Spanish Applied Business Management Chemistry 
SCOTT L. EVRARD MICHAEL P FIFTY KIM DEBORA WILSON FOREMAN 
English Teaching Civil Engineering Plant Science 
MICHAEL PETER FILION LISA ENRICA PORT 
·, 
F 
Civil Engineering Health Administration & Planning 
I 
LIANE FILREIS DAVID MARK FORTE 
Computer Science Applied Plant Science 
MARGARET LOUISE FAGAN ROBERT B. FINEGOLD JOHN MICHAEL FORTIER 
Merchandising English Physical Education 
I 
DEBORAH JEAN FAHEY CONSTANCE F/NETHY REBECCA A. FORTIER 
Communications Spanish Economics 
DEBORAH ANN FAIRCLOUGH DUANE E. FINFROCK AUDREY ANNA FORTIN 
Theater General Studies Soil Science 
PATRICIA ANN FALLON JAMES ARTHUR FINGER DANA RAY FOSTER 
Electrical Engineering Computer Science Health Administration & Planning 271 
, 
I 
KATHRYN J. FOSTER 
Occupational Education /Plant Science 
LISA MARIE-THERESA FOURNIER 
Applied Plant Science 
CINDI LEE FOX 
Environmental Conservation 
MARTHA A-H FOX 
Physical Education 
PATRICIA L. FOX 
Nursing 
ANN INGRAM FRANCIS 
Hotel Administration 
ROBERT EMILE FRANCIS 
Business Administration 
ROBERT REDINGTON FRANCO 
History 
MARK THOMAS FRANCOEUR 
Business Administration 
MADELINE CAROL FRANKLIN 
Economics 
ERIC T FRASER 
Economics 




RICHARD MORRIS FRATUS, JR. 
Forest Technology 
CHRISTINE M. FRAWLEY 
English 
MARY ANN FRAZIER 
Nursing 
NANCY L. FRECHETTE 
Child-Family Service 
MARK JOHN FREDERICKSON 
Business Administration 
KAREN SUE FREEDMAN 
Psychology 
MARK STEVENS FREITAG 
Mechanical Engineering 
SUSAN M. FREITAG 
Biochemistry 
DENNIS J. FRENCH 
Community Development 
KEVIN LLOYD FRENCH 
Forest Management 
SANDRA MARIE FRENCH 
Economics 
SUE FRENCH 
Math /Computer Sc ience 
ROBERT T FRIELING 
Business Administration 
PHYLLIS LOUISE FRIZZELL 
Occupational Education /Animal Science 
STEPHEN EDWARD FROLKING 
Physics 
BRIAN L. FROST 
Business Administration 
REID THOMAS FUHRMANN 
Management 
JOELLEN SWIFT FULLER 
Animal Sciences 
JOHN FREDERICK FULLERTON 
Business Administration 
JOHN STARK FULTON 
Physical Education 
DONNA M. FUNTERAL 
English 
KRISTEN D. FUS/A 
Civil Engineering 
G 




KRISTINA M. GAGNE 
Child-Family Studies 
AMY C. GAIR 
Art History 
ESTHER M. GALANIS 
Social Service 
NANCY LYNDEN GALARNEAU 
Economics 
J. JAY GALLAGHER Ill 
Business Administration 
MARK KEVIN GALLAGHER 
Criminal Justice 
SUSAN MARIE GALLAGHER 
Economics 
JAMES JOSEPH GALLERANI 
Mechanical Engineering 
P MARK GALLERANI 
Biology 
ROBERT A. GALLI 
Mechanical Engineering 
PRISCILLA A. GALLUP 
English 
DEBORAH F GARDNER 
Business Administration 
RUTH L. GARDNER 
Wildlife Management 
SUSAN M. GARDNER 
Hotel Administration 
WILLIAM V GARDOCKI 
Agricultural Education 
DIANE M. GAROFALO 
Economics /Business Administration 
TIMOTHY PATRICK GARVEY 
Economics 
WILLIAM BRADLEY GARVEY JR. 
English 
MARYFRANCES E. GAUDETTE 
Spanish 
ROBIN LYNNE GEARTY 
Political Science 
BRIAN J. GEARY 
Civil Engineering 
TIMOTHY C. GEHLING 
Chemical Eng ineering 
VIRGINIA S. GEHLING 
Psychology 
DIANE L. GEHRUNG 
Youth Drama /Education 
FRANK JOSEPH GEIS, JR. 
Business Administration 
LISA A. GEISSENHAINER 
Hotel Administration 
BETH LAURIE GELBER 
Home Economics 
ROBERT M. GELINAS 
Chemistry 
CARLA A. GERACI 
Political Sc ience 
THERESA A. GERARDO 
Physical Education 
MARK JACKSON GERMAIN 
Bus iness Administration 
SHEILA M. GERRY 
Zoology 
WENDY GERST EL 
Geology 
LEE M. GERSTLEY 
Hotel Administration 
MADELINE GERWICK FRANKLIN 
Economics 
WAYNE J. GETCHELL 
Computer Science 
MARY CATHERINE GETTS 
Biochemistry 
BEHNAM MOHAMAD GHAMAMI 
Mechanical Engineering 
KAREN RUTH GHIOTO 
Political Science 
JOHN JOSEPH GIAMPA 
Psychology 
DONALD E. GIBADLO 
Business Administration 
DAVID P GIBBS Ill 
Computer Science 
DENNIS DAVID GIGUERE 
Electrical Engineering 
GERARD RAYMOND GILBERT 
Applied Business Management 
RICHARD D. GILE 
General Studies 
STAN E GILL 
General Studies 
MARIE E. GILLETT 
Span ish 
RICHARD B. GILLETT JR. 
Electrical Eng ineering 
JEFFREY A. GILMAN 
Business Administration 
MARGARET ELIZABETH GILMAN 
Fine Arts 
MARK SILL GIMBEL 
Business Administration 






GEORGE CHARLES GIROUX, JR. 
Geography 
GUY C. GIROUX 
Computer Science 
THOMAS J. GLAS 
Business Administration 
ELIZABETH MAAI GLENN 
English 
BARRIE REID GLIDDEN 
Management 
TRUDY J. GLIDDEN 
Animal Science 
FRANCIS D. GLOVER MARK STEPHEN GRAHAM WILLIAM J. GRUBBS 
Music Comprehension Psychology Computer Science 
LESLIE E. GLOVER PAMELA M. GRAHAM JOHN EDWARD GRUBER 
Recreation & Parks English Economics 
PATRICIA MARIE GRAHAM 
ANN MARIE GUIDOTTI 
LOUIS GOBIN 
Home Economics Education 
Applied Plant Science 
SUSAN L. GODDARD 
RICHARD THOMAS GRAHAM 
ROBERT RAYMOND GUERIN 
Spanish 
Food Services Management 
School for Lifelong Learning 
ILEANE DENISE GODIN DAVID ALAN GUTHRIE 
Communications SCOTT A. GRAHL Food Services Management 
School for Lifelong Learning 
MARK A. GOFF 
GLEN ALAN GRANGER 
DIANE A. GUZ/NSK/ 
Mechanical Engineering 
Enviornmental Conservation 
Health Administration & Planning 
MATTHEWS. GOGAN 
ELIZABETH CAMPBELL GRANT Civil Engineering 
Recreation & Parks H BERNEY JOSEPH GOLDEN 
JENNIFER RUTH GRANT Psychology 
English 
MATTHEW J. GONSALVES 
PETER TODD GRASS UMAYYAH H HADDADIN Forest Resources 
Civil Engineering Civil Engineering 
JEFFREY EVAN GOODMAN 
THOMAS ALVIN GRASTY MARTHA CLAIRE HADLEY Business Administration 
Environmental Conservation Business Administration 
MARK DAVID GOODSELL 
DENNIS JAMES GRAVEL SARAH J. HADLEY Plant Science 
Forest Technology Animal Science 
ALLAN F GOODWIN SR. 
LAURI J. GRAVES JANET LOUISE HAESCKE Human Care Services 
English Nursing 
BRYAN EARLE GOODWIN 
CARL JOHN GRAVINA DJAMEL HAFIANI Business Administration 
Hotel Administration Mechanical Engineering 
CANDACE LOUISE GOODWIN 
LUCY GRAY WILLIAM PAUL HAGEN Park Management 
Literature & Film Physical Education 
MADOL YN S. GOODWIN 
MARGO REBECCA GRAY KAREN MARIE HAHN Business Administration 
Pre-Vet Occupational Therapy 
FLORENCE COLLEEN GORDON 
GREGORY P GREEN JUNE MARIE HAILER Economics 
History/Russian Home Economics 
ROBERT ALLEN GORDON 
JENNIFER ANNE GREEN CATHIE J. HAIMS Management 
English Hotel Administration 
CAROL J. GOSSELIN 
JENNIFER E. GREEN JEFFREY KEITH HALL Occupational Therapy 
Occupational Therapy Business Administration 
CHARLENE ANN GOSSELIN KEVIN MCKINLEY HALL Social Work JENNIFER GREEN 
Hotel Administration Home Economics 
ELIZABETH ANNE GOSSELIN 
KAREN GREEN NORMAN BRIERLEY HALL Ill Biology 
Business Administration Hotel Administration 
RICHARD A. GOSSELIN DIANE R. GREENBLATT WILLIAM I HALLAHAN 
Environmental Conservation Health Administration & Planning Electrical Engineering 
STEPHANIE ANN GOSSELIN MARY A. GREENE ALMA G HALLAMORE 
Psychology Nursing Behavioral Science 
TRACY J. GOUDREAU WANDA J. GREENE MICHAEL HALLIGAN 
Hotel Administration Math /Economics Business Administration 
WILLIAM R. GOUGER LUCY A. GREENLAW FRANK WILLIAM HALLSTROM 
Environmental Conservation Health Administration & Planning History 
JEFFREY CORBETT GOULD JOAN C. GREGOR ALFRED G. HAMBELTON JR. 
Business Administration Consumer Education Chemical Engineering 
KAELIE E. GOULD DENISE M. GREIG BRIDGET S. HAMBROOK 
Theatre/Dance Geology Biology 
BLAIR WILLIAM GOURLEY TIMOTHY GERARD GRIFFIN GAMELA J. HAMLIN 
Political Science History Business Administration 
SALLY LOUISE GOVE GAIL M. GRIFFITH SHARLENE M. HAMMOND 
Health Administration & Planning Physical Education Psychology 
MARTIN F GRACE CHRISTINE P GRIGGS VALERIE ANN HAMMOND 
Political Science/Economics Business Administration Studio Art 
JOCELYN G. GRADY MARJORIE GRINNELL CHRIS ANN HANAWAY 
Applied Business Management Fine Arts Home Economics 
KAREN M. GRADY ANDREW JOSEPH GRODZICKI JULIE HEDWIG HANKS 
Communications Disorders School for Lifelong Learning English 
MARYBETH GRAF GARY GROLEAU ERIC ROBERT HANSON 
Hotel Administration English Teaching Hydrology 
SANDRA A. GRAF LAWRENCE JAY GROSSMAN KELLY ELIZABETH HANSON 
Animal Science /Pre-Vet Applied Plant Science Business Administration 273 
PATRICIA L. HANSON NANCY RANDALL HAWKE ANNE-ROSE HERTIG 
Criminal Justice Home Economics English 
VICTORIA H. HANSON JAMES WILLIAM HAWKES RITA MONICA HICKEY 
Business Administration Alcoholism Rehabilitation & Services Political Science 
ABDEL-KADER HAOUCHINE KARL BURTON HAWKINS KATHERiNE LISA HICOCK 
Mechanical Engineering Hotel Administration Physical Education 
DANNY EUGENE HARBOUR ROGER MICHAEL HAWKINS DENALD E. HIENKLE 
Business Administration Management History 
ROBERT J. HARCARIK ROBERT EDWARD HAYDEN HOLLY HIGGINS 
Electrical Engineering Zoology Applied Animal Science 
LAURA P HARDIE ELIZABETH N HAYDOCK JULIA LYNN HIGGINS 
Microbiology Mechanical Engineering Physical Education 
ANN L. HARDING CATHERINE MCCRAKEN HAYES ELIZABETH ANNE HIGHAM 
Animal Science Political Science Social Work 
MICHAEL S. HARDING STEPHEN RICHARD HIGHAM 
Psychology GEORGE MICHAEL HAYNER Chemical Engineering 
Biology 
RICHARD EDWARD HARDING CAROLYN CHRISTIAN HILL 
Business Administration BRADLEY HAYNES 
Environmental Conservation 
Park Management 
GREGORY A. HARIS/ADES MARIE THILL 
Business Administration TAMARA R. HAYWARD Social Work 
Business Administration 
AMY J. HARLAN MARY LYNN HILL 
Communication Disorders MICHAEL FRANCIS HEBERT 
Health Administration & Planning 
English 
LISA BERNICE HARLOCKER SUZANNE MARIE HILL 
Fine Arts SARAH HECKEL Microbiology 
Psychology 
KENNETH WILLIAM HARLOW THOMAS WADE HILL 
Biochemistry DAVID L. HEIL Forest Resources 
BRADLEE HARRIMAN 
Psychology WENDY EILEEN HILLS 
Civil Technology JANE EVANS HEINEMAN Applied Plant Science 
EDITH L. HARFUMAN General Studies CARLENE MARGARET HIRSCH 
Accounting /RENE HEISENBERG Hotel Administration 
ALAN L. HARRINGTON Social Work ADRIENNE HIRSHBERG 
Zoology CURTIS RAYMOND HELFRICH Home Economics 
ALANE HARRINGTON 
Electrical Engineering MAURY STUART HIRSHBERG 
German HOLLY J. HELFRICH Psychology 
JODY ELIZABETH HARRINGTON Recreation Administration LARRY E. HIRSHIK 
English 
KAREN SUSAN HENEGHAN 
Mathematics /Computer Science 
JUDY M. HARRINGTON Applied Business Management KEVIN MICHAEL HIRSON 
English Economics 
DONNA LYNN HENKEL 
DEBRA A. HARRIS English CANDACE ANN HIXON 
Health Administration & Planning The Arts 
MICHAEL J. HENNESSEY 
DELEERT LESLIE HARRIS Ill Business Administration SUZZYC. HO 
Chemistry 
CLAUDIA ANN HENRY 
Chemistry 
., 
DIANE K. HARRIS Occupational Therapy ELIZABETH LYNN HOADLEY 
Communications Mechanical Engineering 
I SUSAN P HENRY VICKI R. HARRIS English Literature SUSAN HILTON HOBBS English Home Economics 
BRUCE D. HART 
DOUGLAS NELSON HENTZ 





DANIEL R HEON 
CINDY LEA HODGE 
Animal Sciences 
Food Services Management 
Animal Science 
PETER JOHN HARVEY 
JAMES N. HEPBURN 




MARK ALEXANDER HARWOOD 
KEN/TH DARNELL HERBERT 




NANCY ALISON HASKELL 
PAULA MARK HERBERT 




LYNNE C. HASTINGS 
STEVEN G HERBERT 




WILLIAM GEORGE HASTINGS, JR. 
JOHN W HERRHOLZ 




ELIZABETH ANN HATCH 





ELLEN LOUISE HATFIELD 
LISA A. HERRICK 





KAREN J. HEATHER 
BRUCE WILSON HOOGESTEGER Business Administration 
The Arts Community Development Chemistry 
-
t 
I KEITH HOOVER I I DARLENE MARIE JANGEL ! LA/Student Designed Communications 
KATHI HOPKINS JOANNE JANOSZ 
Consumer Studies Bu
siness Administration 
MARY LOUISE HORAN 
DEBORAH M. /ANN/CONE TAMS EN WING JAY 
The Arts 
The Arts Social Work 
JAMES BERNARD HORMAN JR. 
DAVID JOHN INGEMIE LAURENT H JEAN 
( Mathematics 
Marketing Management Management 
MICHAEL D. HOULE 
EDWARD FORSTER INGRAHAM Ill CARL MARTIN JELLEME 
I Zoology 
Political Science Civil Technology 
DIANE L. HOVEY 




EMANULE IOCONO, JR. 
Social Work 
Management JOANNE KAREN JENKS 
Home Economics 
ELLEN M. HOWARD 
ARTHUR JOSEPH JOO/CE 
Animal Science 
Theater DANA A. JENNINGS 
English 
REBECCA MAY /RISH 
JAMES A. HOWARD 
Electrical Engineering 
Medical Technology JENNIFER MARY JESTUDE 
Home Economics 
LYNN F HOWARD 
KATHERINE PRESCOTT IRONS 
,1 Psychology Zoology 
TRACEY LYNN J/RIKOWIC 
Zoology 
DEBORAH J. /RV/NE 
ROGER W HOWARD 
Business Administration 
Animal Science MARK L. JOHANSEN 
Animal Science 
KAREN E. HOWE KATHLEEN A. /RV/NE 
Hydrology Civil Engineering 
SUSAN H. JOHNS 
Child-Family Studies 
MARK-BRYAN HOWELL JOHN B. /RV/NG 
Mathematics /Computer Science Applied Business Man
agement ALAN W JOHNSON 
Business Administration 
CHARLENE ANN HRACHIAN CAROL J. ISAACSO
N 
Social Work School for Lifelong L
earning ANDREW GRAHAM JOHNSON 
SUZANNE HUBERLIE ELAINE DIANE /SHE
RWOOD 
Forest Technology 
Sociology English CARL ROBERT JOHNSON JR. 
BRADLEY JOHN HUCKINS ANN IVES 
Forest Resources 
Communications Communications CHARLES PAUL JOHNSON 
DONNA M. /VEY 
General Studies 
DAVID MARTIN HUCKINS Studio Art 
Psychology 
CURTIS K. JOHNSON 
Business Administration 
NANCY RUTH HUDSON J Animal Sciences CYNTHIA LYNN JOHNSON Occupational Education Occupational Therapy 
TONI ANN HUDSON 
ERIC W JOHNSON 
English 
Communications 
GREG A. JABLONSKI 
FIONA JANE HUGHES Chemical Engineering 
FREDRIKA A. JOHNSON 
Zoology GARY WAYNE JACKMAN 
Applied Plant Science 
CHERYL A. HUGNY School for Lifelong Learning KENT BRACKETT JOHNSON 
Business Administration Fine Arts DAVID PRESTON JACKSON 
LAWRENCE MILLER HULTGREN History KIM JOHNSON 
Economics Spanish RODNEY P JACKSON 
BRANDEN JAMES HUMPHREY Management KRISTIN LIE JOHNSON 
Mechanical Engineering STEVEN PAUL JACKSON 
Resource Economics 
LEE L. HUNSAKER Hotel Administration LAURA FAYE JOHNSON 
Physical Education ERIK ERLEND JACOBSEN 
Physical Education 
Sports Communications English LISA-MARY JOHNSON 
MARK C. HUNT Home Economics 
History CHRISTINE JACOBSON Nutrition 
JODY JEAN HUNTER 
LUCIND'A MARGARET JOHNSON 
Recreation & Parks JENNIFER MARY JAM/SEN 
Occupational Therapy 
Administration 
LINDA M. HUNTER 
MARK F JOHNSON 
Applied Business Management CHERYL A. JACQUES 
Communications 
Chemical Engineering 
HENRY LYON HUNTINGTON 
RICHARD F JOHNSON 




RUSSELL C. JOHNSON 
Medical Technology BRUCE E JAKUSIK 
Biology 
Chemistry 
CHERYL ANN HURLEY 
French CAROL JAMBACK 
STEPHEN DOUGLAS JOHNSON 
Health Administration & Planning Business Administration 
SUSAN G. HUSSEY 
Management JENNIFER " MAX" JAM
ES C. JOSEPH JOHNSTON 
English Physical Education 
DAWN JANINE HYMAN 
Psychology NANCY L. JAMES 
KENNETH ROBERT JOHNSTON 
Applied Animal Science Community Development 275 
-
-
ANDREW DAHR JOHNSTONE PAUL KEEGAN ANDREA M. KIDDIE 
; 
History English Chemical Engineering 
I Economics THOMAS KEEGAN DAVID WALTER KIELTY 
CHARLES E JONES Anthropology Botany & Plant Pathology 
Business Administration 
MAURA-JO KEELEY RICHARD AMBROSE KIERNAN 
CYNTHIA C. JONES Psychology English Teaching 
Chemistry 
SUSAN B. KIERNAN DAVID MICHAEL KEENAN 
EARL WILLIAM JONES Business Administration Biology 
Management 
CHARLES HOWARD KILBY STEPHEN CHARLES KEENAN 
EDWARD FORSTER JONES, JR. Environmental Conservation School for Lifelong Learning 
Electrical Engineering I 
JUDITH A. KEENER THOMAS KILIANSKI 
ROBERT ALAN JONES Recreation Administration Business Administration 
Administration 
GENE M. KELEWAE DOUGLAS BRIGGS KILMISTER 
HARVEY MELBERN JORDAN Ill Business Administration English 
School for Lifelong Learning 
BRETT ALAN KIMBALL KIMBERLEY A. KELLER 
STEPHEN BRENT JORDAN English Business Administration 
Administration 
DAVID MICHAEL KELLEY CHERYL LYNN KING 
STEPHEN CHARLES JOY Communications School for Lifelong Learning l 
Chemical Engineering 
JOAN-MARIE KELLEY CYNTHIA LYNNE KING 
Animal Science Social Work 
K MARY JO KELLEY DIANE EVE KING English Biology 
SEAN PATRICK KELLEY LEANNE E KING 
DONALD W KADLIK Resource Economics Occupational Therapy 
Resource Economics 
CHRISTINE A. KELLY MAURICE F KING 
/VANE. KAHANE Hotel Administration Applied Business Management 
English 
JOANN LINDA KELLY ROBERT DEWEY KING 
CAROLYN ANDREA KA LOS 
Supplied Business Management 
Communication Disorders Food Services Management 
MATTHEW JAMES KELLY ROBIN D. KING 1 ROSEMARIE L. KAMINSKI History Applied Animal Science 
Biochemistry 
PAUL FRANCIS KELLY DAVID W KIPP 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN KAMINSKY Economics Political Science 
Resource Economics 
VERA DABNEY KELSEY JOANNE T KIRBY 
CYNTHIA KANANOVICH Psychology Communications 
Communications 
DAWN CECILIA KENNEDY CHRISTINE A. KIRK 
MICHAEL DAVID KANE Studio Art Child - Family Services 
Hydrology 
GAIL MARY KENNEDY 
LAWRENCE E. KIRK 
DOLORES VALLAT KAPLAN Business Administration 
Home Economics Theater 
JANET A. KENNEDY 
JAMES LEO KIROUAC 
LILLIAN POLAR KAPPLER Civil Engineering 
English Resource Economics 
Spanish 
DEBORAH ANN KENNEY 
JAMES ANDREW KIRSCH 
Communications 
NICK J. KARAS The Arts 
Hotel Administration 
TIMOTHY C. KENNEY ANN M. KIRSCHNER 
JIMMY WILLIAM KARLAN Chemical Engineering 
Psychology 
Environmental Conservation 
DARYL TUCK KENT 
JONATHAN V.L. KISER 
Resource Economics 
RICHARD H KARLE Civil Technology 
Communications 
ELIZABETH M. KENT 
JOAN E KLAYMAN 
Social Work 
MARK A. KARMIN Business Administration 
Business Administration Psychology ROBERT ALDEN KLENK 
LAUREL DIXON KENT 
Hotel Administration 
JILL KAREN KAULER 
Recreation Administration English SUSAN L. KLINK 
PAUL H. KERIAZES Microbiology DONNA LEE KAY 
Applied Animal Science Business Administration KATHRYN A. KLUCKY 
THOMAS C. KESS/NG Nursing 
BRADLEY L. KAYLOR Economics SARAH ELIZABETH KNAPP 
Social Service Administration 
DONNA JEANNE KESTEN Resource Economics 




ARTHUR WILLIAM KEATING JR. Civil Technology SUSAN BARBARA KNIGHT 
Zoology 
ROBIN ERNA KETCHEN 
General Studies 
JOHN MILES KEEFE Animal Sciences HEIDI MARIE KN/UPIS 
English Occupational Education Management 
MARCIA J. KEEFE WAYNER. KETTLEWOOD KEVIN A. KOEHLER 
Pre-School Education Forest Technology Mechanical Engineering Technology 
GEOFFREY HOWARD KEEGAN PAMELA J. KIDDER PAUL HAERTEL KOLBJORNSEN 
Economics Psychology Zoology 
--
I 
EDWARD FRANCIS KOLNASKI REID S. LAMOT JOHN P LAVOIE, JR. 
Physical Education Administration Business Administration 
CURTIS PHILIP KOLOVSON ROD MENDOZA LAMPA WILLIAM D. LAWES 
Computer Science School for Lifelong Learning Economics 
MITZI MAXINE KOMISAR ELIZABETH H LAMPHERE DAWN M. LAWLER 
Social Work Plant Science Recreation & Parks 
ELLEN ANN KORBA SHARON ALISON LAMPHERE DOREEN M. LAWLESS 
Anthropology Social Service Business Administration 
MAURICE ANDREWS KOSKO PATRICK ARTHUR LANDROCHE AUGUSTINE LAWLOR Ill 
Mechanical Engineering Technology English Teaching Spanish 
: 
THEODORE MICHAEL KOSTANDIN CAROL LANDRY DAVID A. LAWRENCE 
Psychology Family Studies Civil Engineering 
DEBORAH ANN KOZLOWSKI KIMBERELY LANDRY DONNA J. LAWRENCE 
Forestry Medical Technology Social Service 
MARSHA LESLIE KRAUT BARRY JEFFREY LANE PHILIP G LAWRENCE 
Home Economics English Computer Science 
EVAN L. KREFSKY PATRICIA ANNE LANG NANCY A. LAWTON 
' Hotel Administration 
English Psychology/Communications 
LAWRENCE F KREINBERG SUSAN ELLEN LANG SUSAN A. LAWTON 
( Administration 
Biochemistry Anthropology 
JOANNE MARGUERITE KREMP DONALD FRANK LANGAN TRAIAN F LAZAR 
English Political Science School for Lifelong Learning 
PETER W KRENITSKY GARY EDWARD LANGER MARY KATHERINE LAZOR 
Geology English Applied Business Management 
ROSEMARY KROETZ RAYMOND JOSEPH LANZA VICKI R. LEACH 
Home Economics Computer Engineering Social Service 
PATRICIA R. KUCHARSKI DAVID P LARIVEE RICHARD E. LEAR 
School for Lifelong Learning Hotel Administration Political Science 
GREGORY MICHAEL KUETHE DOROTHY MARIE LARKIN DANIEL J. LEAVITT 
German Applied Animal Science Business Administration 
ELIZABETH LOUISE LAROCCA DEAN RODERICK LEAVITT 
L 
Business Administration Administration 
NANCY A. LAROCHE JOY LEAVITT 
Nursing Spanish 
LORELLE ANN LABNON JOHN ALBERT LA ROSEE THOMAS SCOTT LEAVITT 
Management School for Lifelong Learning Business Administration 
EVELYN YVONNE LA BREE JANIS KAY LARSON MICHAEL F LABARGE 
Real Estate Environmental Conservation Business Administration 
; DONNA RAE LABRIE ELAINE PATRICIA LA SANTE RICHARD K. LE BARON 
Management Animal Science Mechanical Engineering 
TORY LADNER DONALD STUART LASELL 
Occupational Therapy Mechanical Engineering Technology BETH ANN LE BLANC 
RITA S. LAFFEY LILLIAN KATHRYN LASHWAY 
Chemical Engineering 
Environmental Conservation General Studies ARTHUR FREDERICK LE CLAIR 
General Studies 
MARK JAMES LAFIONATIS MARCUS PHILIP LASHWAY 
Food Service Management Forest Resources MARGARET ANNE LE CLAIR 
MARGARETT LAFLEUR ANDREA J. LASKEY 
Psychology 
Social Service Civil Engineering DENISE LECOMPTE 
MARK R. LAFRANCE ANDRE JOSEPHAT LAURION Medical Technology 
Hotel Administration Mathematics DANIEL NOEL LEDGERWOOD 
BRUCE ROBERT LAKE CHRISTINE M. LAUZIERE School for Lifelong Learning 
General Studies Nursing ROBERT B. LEDOUX 
DIANE M. LALIBERTE ELIZABETH A. LAUZIERE Business Administration 
Political Science Communications SUSAN P LEE 
DONNA M. LALIBERTE DEBRA MARIE LAVALLEY Business Administration 
Math /Education English German 
RICHARD ALAN LAMARRE PATRICIA R. LAVERDURE WILLIAM MORGAN LEE 
Health Administration & Planning Occupational Therapy Zoology 
AIMEE M. LAMBERT FRANK MARK LAVERRIERE CHARLES D. LEECH 
Psychology English School for Lifelong Learning 
ALISON C. LAMBERT CHERYL ANN LAVOIE DAVID KENDAL LEFEMINE 
Communications/Administration Business Administration Hotel Administration 
MICHAEL PHILIP LAMBERT DAVID W LAVOIE ROBERT MICHAEL LEGAN 
Business Administration Economics Communication Disorders 
KAREN A. LAMONTAGNE ELLEN MARIE LAVOIE SHARYN J. LEH 
Health Administration & Planning English Counseling 
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ROBERT EDWARD LEIGHTON PATRICIA A. LINDSAY SUSAN ALLISON LUDLOW 
Mathematics Sociology Business Administration 
KATHRYN PERKINS LEININGER GREGORY LAWRENCE LINDSTADT ALFRED RUSSEL LUDVIGSEN 
Classics Civil Engineering General Studies 
MARY A. LEIPZIGER JAMES S. LINNANE ROBERT THOMAS LUISI 
Environmental Studies Business Administration Mathematics Education 
GREGORY N LEITER RICHARD M. LINNEHAN FRANK P LUNARDO, JR. 
Business Administration Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet Communications 
JOHN E. LELAND LOUIS MICHAEL LIPPEN CAROL ANN LUND 
Communications School for Lifelong Learning Computer Science 
MARY ANN LELLOS DAVID SHEPARD LITTLE KRISTINE LUNDBLAD 
Home Economics Plant Science Theater 
ELISE ANN LEMIRE RUTH ANNA LITTLEFIELD SARAH E LUPO 
Psychology Psychology Occupational Therapy 
G ANDREA LEMIRE PHILIP ROBINSON LLEWELLYN LAURIE LUTHER 
Economics Electrical Engineering Technology Spanish 
SHEILA MAUREEN LOCH KATHY ELIZABETH LYALL 
ROLAND RONALD LEMIRE Spanish Recreation & Parks 
' Applied Business Management 
LAURA KATHRYN LOCKE MARK A. LYFORD 
MELANIE A. LENZ English Biology 
Nursing 
CHRISTINA L YLIS SUZANNE K. LODER 
ANDREW CHESTER LEONE Elementary Education Applied Plant Science 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
MICHAEL JAMES LOFTUS MARY JANE P LYMAN 
PAULA B. LERMAN Civil Engineering Communications 
Communication Disorders 
LISA L. LOISELLE DAVID GILES LYNCH 
SUSAN JANE LESLIE Occupational Therapy Hotel Administration 
Political Science 
BRIAND J. LESSARD JOHN JOSEPH LO MEDICO 
JOSEPH PATRICK LYNCH, JR. 
Electrical Engineering Economics School for Lifelong Learning 
EVELYN S. LETENDRE CHRISTOPHER SAMUEL LONG THOMAS P LYNCH 
English Teaching Chemical Engineering Physical Education 
GLORIA G LETENDRE BIBB GRAVES LONGCRIER GEORGE P L YNGARKOS 
Applied Animal Science Management Chemical Engineering 
JEAN ELAINE LETOURNEAU VINCENT G. LONGO JANET L. LYONS 
Nursing Business Administration Forestry 
MARYELLEN LETVINCHUK PAUL R. LOOMIS 
M Physical Education Animal Science /Pre-Vet 
DIANE C. LEUCI CHRISTINE ELIZABETH LOPEZ 
Sociology Management 
JULIA MEREDITH MAC ARTHUR 
RAYMOND BRUCE LEVIN HENRY A. LOPEZ Psychology 
Communication History 
ANNE E. MAC DONALD 
ALYSSA R. LEVINSON ALAND. LORD Historv 
Recreation Administration Business Administration 
CHRISTOPHER JARVIS LEWIS 
JAMES F MAC DONALD, JR. 
JANET J. LORD Business Administration 
Geology Mechanical Engineering 
NANCY MARIE MAC DONALD 
JENNIFER LEWIS WENDY JOAN LOUGEE Home Economics 
Zoology Economics 
WILLIAM T MAC DONALD 
JOSEPH WEST LEWIS IV 
TRACEY A. LOUGHLIN Hotel Administration History 
Applied Business Management 
BARBARA JEAN MACE LEROY L. LEWIS 
MATTHEW STUART LOVELL Mathematics Education Mechanical Engineering 
Music 
ANN MAC FARLANE 
STEPHEN BRADFORD LEWIS Zoology Psychology 
Economics 
WILLIAM R. LOVEN DAVID LUKE MACFARLANE 
WILLIAM D. LEWIS Mechanical Engineering Hotel Administration 
Electrical Engineering 
MELANIE VIRGINIA LOVERING MARK EDWARD MAC KAY 
JUDITH AILEEN LEYBURN Psychology Hotel Administration 
Business Administration 
THOMAS ARTHUR LOW SCOTT MAC KENZIE 
DONALD HOWARD LIBBEY Electrical Engineering Mathematics 
Political Science 
WENDI G. LOWELL CAROLE SUE MAC KAY 
THOMAS ALAN LIBERTINI Business Administration Home Economics 
Environmental Conservation 
MARK CHADBOURNE LICHTENWALNER E DEAN LOWRY 
CATHERINE ANNE MAC KRELL 
Hotel Administration Business Administration 
Zoology 
PETER VICTOR LUCCHESI H.L. MAC MILLAN EVANGELINE A. LINCOLN 
Computer Science Wildlife Management Pre-School Education 
KAREN L. LINCOLN JANET M. LUCEY 
ROBERT BROOKS MAC MILLEN 
Communication Disorders Mathematics /Computer Science 
Applied Animal Science 
r 
JEAN M. MAC PHERSON SUSAN MARCOTTE-JENKINS JEFFREY A. MAYHEW 
Psychology Business Administratio n Business Adminis tration 
KATHRYN PATRICIA MAC VANE DIANE CATHERINE MARINO KEVIN C. MAYNARD 
Environmental Conservation Home Economics Political Science 
Economics 
DAVID MICHAEL MADORE ROBERT ALAN MARKHAM 
Civil Eng ineering Management MARY-LOUISE MAYNARD 
English /Journalism 
THOMAS E MAFERA BRIAN JOSEPH MARKS 
Forest Resources Social Work CHRISTOPHER MAYO 
Computer Science 
MARILYN M. MAGUIRE THERESA MARLAR 
Theater Medical Technology KR/KETT MAYO 
Home Economics 
\ ROBERT MORAN MAGUIRE, JR. EDWARD LAURENCE MARNEY 
Zoology Business Administration VIRGINIA F MAYTUM 
Communications 
MARY THERESE MAHONEY GLORIA V MARQUEZ-STERLING 
Microbiology English JEAN A. MC ADAMS 
Spanish 
MARTHA J. MAHONEY JAMES L. MARSHALL 
French Psychology TRACY E. MC ALDUFF 
Political Science 
DENISE P MAILLETTE JOHN FROST MARSHALL 
; Nursing Electrical Engineering JEFFREY D. MC ALLISTER 
Park Management 
CONSTANCE MARIE MAILLOUX ANN D. MARTEL 
Animal Science Nursing JOHN FRANCIS MCALOON 
i English 
PAUL BASIL MAKRIS ROBERT PHILIP MARTEL 
Business Administration Management JOSEPH EUGENE MCALOON 
Political Science 
MAHMOUD NASUH MALAS THERESA ELLENA MARTEL 
Civil Engineering Social Work JULIA B. MC ALPINE 
Health Administration & Planning 
PAMELA ANN MALAY BRUCE LESLIE MARTIN 
Plant Science English STEPHEN P MCAULEY 
Civil Engineering 
KENT LEWIS MALCOLM CYNTHIA L. MARTIN ~ 
School for Lifelong Learning Political Science M. SHARON MC CABE 
Rqssian Studies Communications 
SUSAN JOHNSTON MALLEN 
Communications DANIELLE INGLIS MARTIN TIMOTHY DONOHOE MC CABE 
Computer Science Applied Business Management 
DENNIS P MALLEY Animal Science 
Civil Engineering 
LESLIE G. MARTIN 
CATHERINE RIDSDALE MC CALL 
Administration 
TERESA H. MALLOY Business Adminstration 
Applied Animal Science DIANNE M. MC CANN MARLA B. MARTIN 
BARBARA ELLEN MALONE Communication Disorders 
Community Development 
English KATHLEEN ANN MC CANN YVES J.J.P MARTIN 
r GARY R. MALONE Applied Plant Science 
Computer Science 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
KEVIN B. MART/NIK MARK J. MC CANN 
CYNTHIA L. MALONEY Hotel Administration Business Administration 
Social Work 
JOANNE B. MASON BRIAN K. MC CARTHY 
ANNA LAURA MALOY Chemical Engineering 
Forest Resource 
Animal Science GREGORY MC CARTHY PETER H MASON 
STEPHEN A. MANCINELLI Hotel Administration 
Business Administration 
Hydrology 
THOMAS JORDAN MASON MAURA J. MCCARTHY 
CHRISTOPHER LAND MANN Political Science 
Microbiology 
Classics PATRICIA E. MCCARTHY ~ GREGG RICHARD MASSARD 
JEFFREY SCOTT MANN Mechanical Engineering 
Studio Art 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
R. PETER MASTERTON PHILIP FRANCIS MC CARTHY 
l 
I LISA ANN MANNING Economics 
Management 
Nursing THOMAS EDWIN MC CARTHY 
PETER J. MANNING 
EDWARD ELMER MATOLA Mechanical Engineering 
Business Administration 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
ELIZABETH MC CLINT/CK 
THOMAS CHARLES MANNING JAMES DALE MATTIX 
Medical Technology 
Business Administration 
School for Lifelong Learning 
JOHN B. MC CLUNG 
MARY MARGARET MANNIX 
JAMES D. MATTSON Computer Science 
Humanities 
General Studies 
MICHAEL JOSEPH MC COLLUM 
DONALD J. MANUEL 
CLAUDIA JUNE MATZKO Hotel Administration 
~ Chemical Engineering 
Fine Arts 
ROBERT H MC CORMACK 
DANIEL ANDREW MARCEK, JR. 
HOPE I MAURAN Earth Science 
Computer Science 
Forestry 
JOHN MARK MARCEK 
THEODORE ANDREW MAVRAKOS JOSEPH P MC COY 
Animal Science 
Management Animal Sciences 
HENRY JOSEPH MARCHAND 
CHARLENE MAXFIELD DEBORAH MARVIN MC DONOUGH 
Recreation & Parks 
Nursing Applied Plant Science 
ROBERT E. MAXWELL ESTELLE KRAFT MC DONOUGH 
CHRISTINE S. MARCOPLOS 
Applied Plant Science 
Sociology Social Sciences 
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PAMELA ANNE MC FADDEN WALLACE M. MC RAE LISA CAROL MILLER 
Spanish Business Administration English 
History 
GAIL MC SWEENEY MATTHEW WALTER MILLER 
MARTHA ELLEN MC GANNON Hotel Administration Microbiology 
Communications 
SUSAN E MEAD WILLIAM VINCENT MILLER, JR. 
THOMAS JOSEPH MC GARRIGLE Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet School for Lifelong Learning 
Civil Engineering 
CYNTHIA M. MEADE DEBRA J. MILLIKEN Hydrology 
Consumer Studies Hotel Administration 
MAUREEN MORRIS MC GETRICK 
German MARY B. MEIGS LYNN WILLIS MILLS 
Zoology The Arts 
GAYLE ELIZABETH MC GINNIS ) Zoology MICHELE B. MEISTER ROBERT EDWARD MILNE 
Business Administration Political Science 
SUE ANN MC GORTY 
Health Administration & Planning SUSAN J. MELLETT BARRY S. MILSTONE 
Physical Education Civil Engineering 
MELANIE KIRK MC GRAIL RICHARD C. MELVIN LEISA J. MINGO Animal Science Business Administration Animal Science 
DAVID PRATHER MCGRATH JANE JACKSON MENEGHIN ANDREA M. MININNI Forest Technology General Studies Biochemistry 
DIANE M. MCGRATH SCOTT A. MENGE ELIZABETH MINKO Health Administration & Planning Recreation & Parks Nursing 
PATRICIA A. MCGRATH l HUGH P MERCER PATRICK A. MION Hotel Administration Animal Science Business Administration 
PETER S. MC GRAW JAY MERCER SUSAN ANN MIREAULT 
Mechanical Engineering Health Administration Chemical Engineering 
TERRI LYNN MC GRAW SARAH M. MERCER DEBORAH SUZANNE MITCHELL 
Environmental Conservation Animal Science General Studies/Criminal Justice 
MARIANN MC GRIMLEY PHILIP B. MEROLA LYNNE SANDERSON MITCHELL 
Nursing Business Administration English ' 
CHRISTOPHER MC GU/GAN SANDRA J. MERRIFIELD WHITNEY STEVENS MITCHELL 
Economics Animal Science Physical Education 
JOAN ELLEN MC GU/NESS CHARLES P MERRILL MARGUERITE B. MITE 
Social Work Electrical Engineering Social Service 
SALLY ANN MERRITT THEOPHILOS JOHN MITROPOULOS SANDRA UPTON MC HALE Communications 
Microbiology Business Administration 
Psychology 
MICHAELE. MESICK MARY ELIZABETH MOAN 
Chemical Engineering Social Work GREGORY FRANCIS MC ISAAC 
Chemical Engineering 
SUZAN MESSINA KATHERINE B. MOCK 
COLEEN ELLEN MC KAY Business Administration 
Child-Family Studies 
Physics 
PAUL ELMER METCALF MELISSA MOHER 
MICHAEL PETER MC KEON Civil Technology 
Medical Technology 
English 
SUE ANN METHOT PHILIP MICHAEL MOLLICA 
DONNA M. MC KILLOP Animal Sciences 
History 
Political Science Occupational Education KIM MARY MONTPLAISIR 
JENNY GIFFORD MEYER Business Administration 
GEORGE NEIL MC KINNON Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet 
Electrical Engineering COURTENAY WADSWORTH MOORE 
DJAMEL MEZIANE-TANI Anthropology 
WILLIAM EDWARD MC KONE, JR. Chemical Engineering Philosophy 
History 
DONNA G MOORE SUZANNE MARIE MICHAUD 
KEVIN R. MC LAUGHLIN Social Work Communications Disorders 
Business Administration 
WILLIAM THOMAS MIDDLETON GEORGE A. MOORE 
PATRICIA MC LAUGHLIN Management Communications 
Administration 
Political Science FELIX R MIGUENS GREGORY RUSSELL MOORE 
Chemical Engineering Physical Education 
RICHARD ALAN MC LAUGHLIN HEATHER E. MIHOK LARRY JOHN MOORE Applied Business Management Pre-Veterinary Medicine Applied Animal Science 
ROBERT E MC LAUGHLIN MARIA ELIZABETH MILES STEPHANIE MOORE Civil Technology Anthropology Geology 
JAMES J. MC NAMARA ALEXANDER R. MILLER STEPHEN JOSEPH MOORE Forestry 
English Civil Engineering 
PATRICIA A. MCNAMARA ALLEGRA SIMMONS MILLER KIMBERLY MARIE MOOTZ 
Animal Science Music Social Work 
THERESA F MC NIFF BETTY CAROLYN MILLER PAMELA MORAIS 
Business Administration School for Lifelong Learning French 
JULIE A. MC NULTY JOHN L. MILLER, JR. JORGE E MORALES 
Nursing Recreation & Parks School for Lifelong Learning 
DAVIDS. MC QUEEN KATHLEEN J. MILLER DAVID J. MOREHOUSE 
Electrical Engineering Nursing Business Administration 
HENRY PACKARD MORETON BARBARA J. MURPHY SUSAN L. NETSCH 
Computer Science Biochemistry Geology 
JODY ELLEN MORGAN JAMES ROGER MURPHY GLADYS SUE NETTLETON 
Spanish Applied Business Management Nursing 
DAVID PAUL MORIN LYNNETTE M. MURPHY JOHN ERIC NETTLETON 
Electrical Engineering Technology Social Work Electrical Engineering 
GERARD CHARLES MORIN MARY ABBY MURPHY CATHERINE VAN ANDEN NEVILLE 
Business Administration Communication Disorders Animal Science 
WILLIAM DAVID MORRELL MICHAEL ALAN MURPHY CYNTHIA HOLMES NEVIN 
Business Administration Forest Resources Psychology 
ROBERTA E. MORRILL MICHAEL JOHN MURPHY HEIDI R NEWFIELD 
School for Lifelong Learning Business Administration Business Administration 
JOYCE LOUISE MORRIS DANIEL JOHN MURRAY JEFFREY LEE NEWMAN 
Applied Plant Science Mechanical Engineering Electrical Engineering 
ANNE C. MORRISON JAMES R. MURRAY JR. KRIS T NEWPORT 
Animal Science Psychology Electrical Engineering 
JAMES A MORRISON JOEL KEVIN MURRAY CARL FREDERICK NEWTON 
Business Administration Theater Animal Sciences 
MARCY LEE MORRISON LYNN Y MURRAY CUONG PHU NGUYEN 
Computer Science Economics Civil Technology 
PAMELA ANN MORRISON SUSAN AMANDA MURRAY EDWARD J. NICHOLS, JR. 
Animal Sciences German Electrical Engineering 
RICHARD DANIEL MORRISSETTE PAUL JOHN MUSANTE STEPHEN BICKFORD NICHOLS 
Political Science Chemical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Economics 
JAMES ALBERT MUSE DAVID F NICKERSON 
DANIELA INGRID MORSE Occupational Education Civil Technology 
German 
JANE M. MUZZEY THOMAS FREEMAN NICKERSON II 
ELIZABETH KIM MORSE Behavioral Science Civil Engineering 
General Studies/Management 
LISA B. MYERS DIANE M. NICOLOSI 
STEPHEN KENT MORSE Psychology Psychology 
Fine Arts 
HENRY MARSHALL NIELDS 
SUSAN MACRAE MOSELEY N 
Animal Sciences 
English 
SANDRA ANNE NIERZWICKI 
LINDA ANN MOSES Microbiology 
Animal Sciences 
PATRICIA E NABER DIANE M. NILAND 
ELAINE MOULTON Hydrology Communications 
Civil Engineering 
ANNETTE M. NADEAU SCOTT A. NILSSEN 
CAROLINE P MUDGE Home Economics Mechanical Engineering 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
ARTHUR A. NADEAU WILLIAM J NIXON 
CHRISTOPHER MULCAHY Civil Engineering Forest Resources 
Business Administration ERWIN MARK NAGELE JAMES L. NOBLE 
DAVID KENNETH MULHERN Business Administration Psychology 
History GARY T NALBAND JOHN FRANCIS NOLAN 
THERESA MARIE MULKERN Chemistry Resource Economics 
Business Administration LINDA J. NALLETT PAUL PHILIP NOLIN 
JOAN E MULLANEY Management History 
Social Work GEORGE C. NARDI PETER C. NORDBLOM 
KEVIN J MULLEN Zoology History 
Electrical Engineering Spanish 
CATHERINE L. NASH 
ROBERT DALE NORLING 
MARCIA SUSAN MULLER Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering Fine Arts 
JESSICA L. NASSON 
JOHN MICHAEL NORMAND 
MOIRA ANN MULLIGAN Community Development 
Communication Disorders Business Administration 
Psychology VICTOR R. NASTASIA 




MICHAEL EDWARD NAULT 




MICHAEL DEAN MUNRO LINDA JEAN NAUSS 
MARIA CARIDAD LEYVA NORTHINGTON 
Applied Business Management Communications 
School for Lifelong Learning 
RUTH MUNROE 
FRANCIS E NEIL 
CAROL LYNN NORTON 
Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet Electrical Engineering 
English 
KERRY J. MUNSON DONNA MARIE NELSON 




JAMES WILLIAM MURDOCK LAURA JEAN NELSON 
ERIC G. NOSEL 
Physical Education Business Administration 
Forest Resources 
JEFF MURDOCK LINDA JEAN NERI 
ROSEMARY ALISE NOSS/FF 
Mechanical Engineering General Studies 
Political Science 
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DAVID EARL NOSTRAND 
Hotel Admin istra tion 
BRIAN H. NOYES 
Business Admin istration 
Communications 
DAVID RALPH NUTE 
Civil Engineering 
KAREN LEE NYE 
Social Service 
0 
MARGARET SOUTHWICK OBER 
Home Economics 
BARBARA ELLEN HAINE O'BREMSKI 
Home Economics 
DONNA M. O'BRIEN 
Communications 
MICHAEL W. O'BRIEN 
Mathematics 
TIMOTHY P. O'BRIEN 
Hotel Administration 
WENDY A. O'BRIEN 
Biology 
KATIE 8. O'CONNELL 
Business Administration 
ADAIR C. O'CONNOR 
Environmental Conservation 
DAVID BRIAN O'CONNOR 
Forest Technology 
FARRELL J. O'CONNOR 
Forest Resources 
FRANK HEALEY ODELL, JR. 
School for Lifelong Learning 
JOANNE M. O'DONNELL 
English 
KAREN V. OGDEN 
English 
SCOTT J. OGDEN 
School for Lifelong Learning 
CLAYTON OGILVIE 
Microbiology 
MICHAEL DENNIS O'LEARY 
Communications 
WILLIAM MICHAEL OLLINGER 
Chemistry 
NANCY M. OLSHAN 
Social Service 
CARL ERIC OLSON 
German 
JAMES MICHAEL O'MALLEY 
Forest Technology 
JAMES R. O'MALLEY, JR. 
Hotel Administration 
FRANCIS MICHAEL O'NEIL 
Management 
JANA MARIA O'NEIL 
Communication Disorders 
MELISSA BETH O'NEIL 
Mathematics Education 
PAMELA M. O'NEIL 
Writing 
LORI JEAN O'NEILL 
Botany & Plant Pathology 
STEPHEN JOSEPH O'NEILL 
Mechanical Engineering 
PETER JOHN OPACHINSKI 
Civi l Technology 
DA VID H. ORDE 
General Studies 
RODERICK JUDE O'REILLY 
Electr ical Eng ineering 
D IONA MARIE ORIO 
Recreation & Parks 
JOHN ALDEN ORNELL, JR. 
Business Administra tion 
Economics 
INGRID CATHERINE ORTH 
English 
WENDY JEAN OSGOOD 
Applied Animal Science 
JAMES STEVEN OSTER 
Business Administration 
DIANE E. OTIS 
Home Economics 
ROBERT WITHEROW OTIS 
Computer Science 
KATHLEEN M. OTT 
English 
ANDREW ALFRED OUELLETTE 
History 
DANIEL M. OUELLETTE 
Hotel Administration 
WILLIAM H. OUELLETTE 
Applied Business Management 
p 
SHARON A. PACHECO 
Business Administration 
CATHERINE E. PADHAM 
Political Science 
CATHERINE MARY PAGE 
Criminal Justice 
JOSEPH MICHAEL PAGE 
School for Lifelong Learning 
MICHAEL RAYMOND PAIGE 
School for Lifelong Learning 
JAMES MICHAEL PALERMO 
Business Administration 





DERMOT L.P. PALMER 
Animal Sciences 
GLENN CARLOS PALMER 
Applied Business Management 
NANCY 0 . PALMER 
Hotel Administration 
CAROLE ELIZABETH PALMUNEN 
Botany & Plant Pathology 




DAR/SSE ANNE PAQUETTE 
Zoology 
SANDRA L. PARADIE 
Business Administration 
Spanish 
WILLIAM JOHN PARDO, JR. 
Business Administration 
RITA T. PARE 
Psychology 
MARK LEE PARIS 
Resource Economics 
EVERETT W. PARHIALA 
Electrical Engineering 
DAVID DAVIES PARKER, JR. 
Political Science 
KAREN A. PARKER 
Wildlife Management 
Occup ational Educa tion 
VA LERIE D. PARKIN 




Applied Plant Sc ience 
NANCY ELLEN PARSEGHIAN 
Economics 
CAROLYN MARY PARSI 
Socia l Work 
Psychology 
DEBRA J. PARSONS 
Business Administration 
GARRETT ANTHONY PARSONS 
Business Administration 
LYNN A. PARSONS 
Microbiology 
SAVATORE ROBERT PARUOLO 
General Studies 
SUZANNE GAIL PASMAN 
Home Economics 
ROBERT G. PASQUILL , JR. 
Anthropology 






ANDREW W. PATTERSON 
Business Administration 
RAYMOND A. PEARSON 
Chemistry 
RANDI M. PEATFIELD 
School for Lifelong Learning 
RICHARD ELLIOTT PEATFIELD 
Management 
WILLIAM 8. PECK 
Forest Resources 
LOUISE MARY PELLETIER 
Psychology 
NORMAND JOSEPH PELLETIER 
Business Administration 
CHRISTIAN PETER PENDOLA 
Management 
ELLEN R. PENNEY 
Occupational Therapy 
BARBARA EILEEN PENNUCCI 
The Arts 
DAVID PHILLIP PEPE 
Management 
/RENE W. PERKINS 
Communication Disorders 
KATHRYN PERKINS CHERYL M. PLA CIDO ANDRE MAURICE PROULX 
Classics Sociology History 
GEORGE ARTHUR PERRAULT GREG ELLIS PLACY KEVIN M. PROVENCHER 
Psychology Civil Technology English 
JOHN EDWARD PERREAULT JR. ROBERT LINCOLN PLAISTED DIANA LYNN PRUE 
Forest Technology General Studies Computer Science 
VICKEE LEIGH PERRON JEFFREY J. PLANTE TRUDI LEE PUFFER 
Business Administration Civil Engineering Botany & Plant Pathology 
CYNTHIA BOGARDUS PERRY ROBERT CONRAD PLATZOEDER REGINA P PUL LARA 
Botany & Plant Pa thology Business Administration Occupational Therapy 
LINDA PERRY RICHARD T PLICHTA, SR. JOHN P PUOPOLO 
Communications Management Business Adminis tration 
MARY ELLEN PERRY JONATHAN CHARLES PLIMPTON JOYCE PUSHEE 
Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet Biology Business Administration 
MARGARETA . PERTCHACK 
AVIS KATHERINE PLUMB 
Animal Science /Pre-Vet 
History Q 
PAMELA JO PESTANA 
CARL ALAN PLUMMER 
Home Economics 
Recreation & Parks 
CHARLES YOUNG PETERS 
JUDITH ANN PODZIEWSKI ROBERT G. QUAYLE 
Business Administration 
Applied Plant Science Environmental Conservation 
SCOTT BRADBURY PETERS 
CHRISTINE D. POLER JAMES DAVID QUIGLEY 
Environmental Conservation 
Community Development Animal Sciences 
BARBARA A. POLICHETTI 
Occupational Education 
MARY LOU PETERSEN 
Psychology 
English JEAN ELLEN QUINN 
ALBERT WILLIAM PETERSON 
PATRICIA ANN POLLARD Applied
 Animal Science 
Civil Technology 
Psychology JOHN DENNIS QUINN 
PAMELA J. PETERSON 




ROBERT CARL PETERSON DANA R. POOLE R Computer Science Forest Technology 
DAVID EDMUND PETRINO ANN-MARIE POOPOR 
Business Administration Health Administration & Planning JOSEPH ROBERT RABAIOLI 
LOUIS ANTHONY PORRAZZO 
Economics 
CYNTHIA LEE PETTENGILL 
Psychology Matheml{J.tics Education JACQUELYN MARY RACHWAL 
DANIEL C. PEVEAR JANET F PORTER 
Psychology 
Microbiology Hotel Administration KENNETH MILLER RAFTER 
MATTHEW FOSTER PEY KATHARINE WILLIAMS PORTER 
Theater 
Civil Technology English STEPHANIE W RAGNI 




JOHN THOMAS RAND 
Business Administration 
C. THOMAS PHILBRICK JOSEPH B. POULIOT 
Botany & Plant Pathology Mathematics Education 
JAMES P RANDALL 
Economics 
STEPHEN JOHN PIATT/ ANITA RUTH POUNDER 
Business Administration The Arts 
LYNNE SIBYL RANDALL 
Theater 
MATTHEW JOSEPH PICKETT BARBARA ANN POWELL 
Business Administration General Studies 
STEPHEN P RANDALL 
LINDA S. PIEKARSKI 
Political Science 
Business Administration MARK S. POWELL MARGARET A. RANDEL 
Chemical Engineering Chemistry 
CAROLE ANNE PIERCE 
Business Administration THOMAS ALOYSIUS POWELL MARK ALAN RANDLETT 
Child-Family Studies Management Business Administration 
KATHLEEN M. PIERCE ANNE G. POWELSON CAROLE BETH RANSOM 
Chemistry Mathematics The Arts 
Forest Resources 
NANCY ELIZABETH PIERCE CANDACE RATAY 
Food Service Management LAURA S. POWcRS English 
Fine Arts 
ROBIN G PIERCE REBECCA A. RAWSON 
Business Administration MICHAEL DAVID POWERS Psychology 
Computer Science 
STEPHANIE LOUISE PIERCE DEBRA DAWN RAY 
Zoology NEAL EDWARD POWERS Occupational Education 
DEBORAH E. PILAR 
School for Lifelong Learning 
SUBIR RAY 
Zoology GREGG S. PRESCOTT Zoology 
Economics 
KENNETH G. PINEAULT Business Administration JO-DIANE RECORD 
Chemical Engineering General Studies 
BEANE WELLINGTON PRESTON JR. 
DOUGLAS KENDALL PINEO Behavioral Science DAN REDHOUSE 
Civil Engineering His tory 
CHRISTOS JAMES P/TARYS II 
LYNETTE JEAN PRESTON 
Applied Business Management ROYAL FERGUSON REED 
Biochemistry General Studies 
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JOHN S. REEVES NANCY J. RISHER DONALD ROLAND ROUTHIER 
Business Administration Occupational Therapy Political Science 
CAROLYN L. REH/LL DENIS PAUL RITCHIE THOMAS J. ROUX 
Nutrition /Dietetics Electrical Engineering Business Administration 
JUDITH M. REID JAMES ALAN RITTER KAREN S. ROWE 
General Studies/Management Electrical Engineering Social Work 
MARK GORDON REID PAMELA C. ROBBINS EDWARD JOSEPH ROY 
Sociology Nursing Forest Technology 
DONNA MARIE REINHARDT JOHN F ROBERGE JOHANE L. ROY 
Applied Business Management School for Lifelong Learning Psychology 
JAMES WILLIAM REMINGTON ANN S. ROBERTS ROBERT G. ROY 
Animal Sciences Studio Art Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet 
CYNTHIA A. RENSIS JULIE SHEILA ROBIE SUZANNE R. ROY 
Health Administration & Planning English Child-Family Studies 
RONALD J. RESNICK ELIZABETH L. ROBINSON NANCY J. RUBIN 
Chemistry Animal Science /Pre-Vet Communication Disorders 
Spanish 
ROBIN DIANE REVOIR ELLEN L. ROBINSON 
Social Work Geography PETER KENT RUFFLE 
History 
BARBARA NANCY REYNOLDS GREGORY RICHARD ROBINSON 
Hotel Administration Applied Business Management BRADLEY JAY RUSS 
Political Science 
DAVID WILLIAM REYNOLDS SHAWN THOMAS ROBINSON 
Psychology Environmental Conservation EDWARD JAMES RUSSELL 
Forest Resources 
ROBERT ALLEN RICARD JULIEANN ROCCO 
Civil Technology Spanish JAMES LOUIS RUSSELL 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
DIANA OSBORNE RICH MICHAEL HENRY ROCHELEAU 
History Business Administration LYNNE M. RUSSELL 
Economics Business Administration 
GRETCHEN REMINGTON RICH 
Geology PETER BURGESS ROOTS PAMELA JOAN RUSSELL 
Electrical Engineering /Systems Physical Education 
JEFFREY JOSEPH RICHARDS 
Environmental Conservation JOHN PHILLIP ROESE STEVEN EVERETT RUSSELL 
School for Lifelong Learning English 
THOMAS CAMPBELL RICHARDS 
MICHAEL ANTHONY RUSSO Psychology ROXANE H. ROETHLISBERGER 
Biochemistry Communications Electrical Engineering /Systems 
V JOYCE RICHARDS PAUL 0 . ROHART COLLEEN A. RYAN 
Recreation Administration Zoology Sociology 
ALLAN C. RICHARDSON JR. ROBERT THOMAS ROKLAN ROBERT A. RYAN 
School for Lifelong Learning Mathematics Education Business Administration 
DENISE PAYEUR RICHARDSON WILLIAM G. ROLLINS ROBERT WEBB RYAN 
General Studies Civil Engineering Food Service Management 
JEFF MAR.TIN COLBY RICHARDSON LISA M. ROMAN STEPHEN DAVID RYAN 
French Economics Mechanical Engineering 
PAMELA ANN RICHARDSON ELEAZAR ROMERO L. RICHARD RYDER 
Animal Sciences General Studies Spanish 
ELWIN R. RICHTER SUSAN HARTLEY ROSE TANYA LEONOR RYSKIND 
Social Work Psychology Social Work 
GISELA RIESS NANCY JOY ROSENBERG 
Child-Family Studies General Studies s CYNTHIA JEAN RIFFENBURG NEIL J. ROSENBERG 
Psychology History 
MARY-JO RIGAZIO JUDITH LUCILLE ROSENTHAL KENNETH GEORGE SAARI 
Business Administration Animal Sciences Management 
COLLEEN SUSAN RILEY THERESA A. ROSHOLT MARGARET ALLGOOD SAARI 
Health Administration & Planning Communications Management 
PATRICIA JANE RILEY EILEEN ELIZABETH ROSS MARY PATRICIA SABOURIN 
English Social Work English 
WILLIAM RILEY TODD RYAN ROSS NANCY ELLEN SAKLAD 
Communications Applied Plant Science Theater 
LESLIE V RIMBACH JUANITA 0. ROTH AARON CHARLES SAKOVICH 
Political Science Animal Sciences Electrical Engineering 
JAMES F RINES PAUL R. ROTH CHRISTOPHER M. SAMMELWITZ 
Civil Engineering Electrical Engineering Applied Plant Science 
JANICE A. RING /NA I ROTHENBUECHER KATHLEEN ANN SANBORN 
Communication Disorders Business Administration -Phsyical Education /Teacher Certification 
DAVID PAUL RIPLEY DELIGHT C. ROTHERY NATHAN FOSTER SANBORN 
School for Lifelong Learning English Home Economics . 
RICHARD K. RIPLEY PATRICE ARLENE ROULX PETER TOWLE SANBORN 
School for Lifelong Learning General Studies Psychology 
TIMOTHY EDWIN SANBORN DEBRA ANN SCHWEITZER MARILYN B. SHOR 
Business Administration Home Economics /Education Sociology 
CAROL A. SANDBERG BETH A. SCOLLINS JEFFREY R. SHUTE 
Nursing Communication Disorders Civil Technology 
CATHERINE SANDERS 
Psychology 
TIMOTHY P SIEHL 
Animal Science CHRIS LEIGH SCOTT Hotel Administration 
JACK WILLIAM SANDERSON 
Management 
PAMELA J. SILBERT 
School for Lifelong Learning HILLARY CARTER SCOTT Social Work 
EARL JONATHAN SANFORD 
Botany & Plant Pathology 
STEPHEN JAMES SILVER 
Civil Technology JAMES SCOTT JR. Applied Plant Science 
GRANT FERRELL SANDY 
Management 
ALAN LEE SILVERMAN 
Electrical Engineering SARAH V SCULLY Zoology 
Nutrition 
GEORGE N SANTOS HECTOR J. SILVERMAN 
Recreation & Parks LOUISE C. SEARLE School for Lifelong Learning 
Applied Animal Science 
MARK C. SARGENT MARGARET ANN SILVERS 
Forest Technology GRANT HERBERT SEAVERNS, JR. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Mathematics 
EILEEN JOAN SARLO CHRIS A. SIMMERS 
Business Administration JIMMIE EVERETT SELF Environmental ConseNation 
Music 
JOSEPHS. SAUCHELLI DIANE L. SIMMONS 
Business Administration STEVEN H SEPT 
Environmental ConseNation 
Psychology 
JODY A. SAULNIER DONNA M. SIMMONS 
Animal Sciences SCOTT HAROLD SEVERANCE Health Administration & Planning 
Theater 
DEBRA JANE SAUNDERS ROCCO M. SIMONE 
Home Economics JAMES MARK SEYMOUR History 
SUZANNE R SAVAGE 
General Studies 
JOYCE D. SIMPSON 
Health Administration & Planning RALPH J. SEYMOUR Occupational Therapy 
DENISE LYNNE SAVARD Psychology KAREN WILLIAMS SIMPSON 
Theater 
STEVEN PAUL SGRULLONI School for Lifelong Learning 
CHRISTINE B. SAVIGNANO General Studies EVERETT LESTER SIMS 
Nutrition 
JOHN E SHALLMAN Electrical Engineering Technician 
KAREN E. SAWYER French ELAINE J. SINGER 
Home Economics 
LINDA ANN SHANNON Forest Resource Management 
NANCY JANE SCACCIA Community Development PAMELA ANNE SKELDING 
Hotel Administration 
JAMES F SHARRON Applied Animal Science 
EDWARD C. SCANLON Management DELPHINE ALICE SKILL/NS 
Hotel Administration Business Administration 
TIMOTHY PAUL SHAUGHNESSY 
NANCY MARIE SCHAEFER Political Science DOUGLAS B. SKILL/NS 
Forest Resources Business Administration 
ARTHUR A. SHAW 
BARBARA A. SCHANDA Hotel Administration BRENDA SKOK-MARTINEZ 
Applied Animal Science Accounting 
CORDELIA ELIZABETH SHEA 
HAROLD G SCHEFFLER II Environmental ConseNation DONALD G. SLADE 
Hotel Administration Chemical Engineering 
ELAINE A. SHEA 
SARAH SCHENCK Nutrition & Dietetics BRIAN MAURICE SLIGHT 
Home Economics Environmental ConseNation 
SUSAN SCHETTINI 
VALERIE RUTH SHEA 
Sociology STEPHEN ELMENDORF SLOAN 
Plant Science Political Science 
TINA CAROLYN SCHIRMER JOSEPH EDWARD SHEEHAN 
Zoology Psychology ELLEN E. SLUTZ 
German Theater LINUS P SHEEHAN 
MARGARET JEAN SCHMIDT English CHERYL SUE SLUTZKY 
Psychology Animal Sciences 
MARY A. SHEEHAN 
SUSAN L. SCHMIDT General Studies DAVID BRIAN SMAHA 
Hotel Administration Business Administration 
JOYE. SHELDON 
LINDA S. SCHNEIDER Chemical Engineering JANE SMALLIDGE 
Environmental ConseNation 
ALYCE KAY SHELTON 
Library Science 
I MARTINS. SCHNEIDER Music RICHARD ALAN SMART 
Chemical Engineering 
JOHN THOMAS SHERER 
Psychology 
RICHARD B. SCHOMMER Forest Technology BRIAN G SMETS 
Civil Engineering Political Science 
RUTH K. SHERIDAN 
CAROL ANN SCHRECK Occupational Therapy STEPHEN WILLIAM SMILLIE 
Zoology Music 
DANIEL HAINES SHERTZER 
GERALDINE MARIE SCHULTZ Political Science ELSJE MARGARETHA SMIT 
I 
Applied Business Management 
PHILIP CLIFTON SH/ERE 
English 
PAULA . SCHUMACHER Zoology BRUCE N SMITH JR. 
Social SeNice Classics Mechanical Engineering 
" JEANETTE ANN SCHWARTZ DIANE C. SHIRLEY CATHRYN ELIZABETH SMITH 
Social Work Communication Disorders English 285 
JOYCE ELIZABETH SMITH RUTH A. SPENCER JULIE A. STELLMACH 
Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet Zoology English 
LAURA J. SMITH TRACY SPENCER JOHN E. STELMOK 
Health Administration & Planning Theater Business Administration 
MARYELLEN SMITH JEFFREY DAVID SPILL PAUL MICHAEL STELZER 
Nursing Political Science Management 
NANCY H SMITH CAROL ANNE SPILLMAN ROBERT HERMAN STENSTREAM 
Forestry Applied Plant Science Occupational Education 
NONA /RENE SMITH GAYLON L. SPINNEY FABRYL.STEPHENSON 
Music Forest Technology Zoology 
PAMELA JOY SMITH REBECCA A. SPIRO ROBERT ALLEN STERN 
Home Economics Social Work Business Administration 
PEGGY ANN SMITH CATHERINE A. SPRAGUE THOMAS G. STETSON 
Applied Plant Science Home Economics Chemical Engineering 
RICHARD LEE SMITH THOMAS ALAN SPRATT BARBARA STEVENS 
School for Lifelong Learning Business Administration Business Administration 
ROBERT SORENSON SMITH BRETT WILLIAM ST CLAIR MARK ROBERT STEVENS 
Business Administration English Teaching Environmental Conservation 
Economics 
CARRIE J ST HILAIRE LEONARD JAMES STEVENSON 
ROBERT WAYNE SMITH Animal Sciences School for Lifelong Learning 
Management 
THOMAS ALFRED ST JOHN WENDY J. STEWART 
SUSAN BAIRD SMITH Forest Technology Psychology 
Community Development 
MICHAEL RONALD ST LAURENT JOHN ARTHUR STILES 
SUSAN RAYSOR SMITH Business Administration History 
General Studies 
JEANNE A. ST PIERRE WAYNE WALTER STILES 
T GREGORY SMITH Nursing School for Lifelong Learning 
Sociology 
WAYNE ERNEST ST PIERRE PAMELA PIFFATH STILL 
WILLIE SMITH Psychology Political Science 
Behavioral Science 
PHILIP C. STACKPOLE JAMES A. STIRK 
CHERYL ANN SNYDER Zoology Civil Engineering 
Mathematics 
MARIE ELIZABETH STADTMILLER CHRISTINE STOCKMAN 
VICTORIA MARY SOKUL Child-Family Services Early Childhood 
Plant Science 
LYNNE MARIE STALEY JEFFREY H STOLLER 
KEVIN CHARLES SOLES Psychology Mechanical Engineering 
Environmental Conservation 
STEVE JOHN STANGEL DAVID L. STONE 
AMY JOAN SOLOMON Community Development Business Administration 
Communication Disorders 
KELLY JEAN STANCLIFT GERALD ALLEN STONE, JR. 
JANET L. SORLIN Applied Business Management Mechanical Engineering 
Animal Sciences 
ROBERT JOHN STANGROOM KELLY ANN STONE 
i ANNAMARIE P SORROW Biology Physical Education 
Management 
JENNIFER A. STANLEY MARY BETH STONER 
MARY LOUISE SOUCY Communications General Studies 
General Studies 
KAREN DENNIS STAPELFELDT ELIZABETH GARDNER STOTZ 
I 
CHERYL LEEANN SOULE General Studies Applied Business Management 
Applied Animal Science 
DAVID B. STAPLES JENNIFER ANN SOURS CARLA B. STRAIGHT 
Psychology Microbiology Animal Science 
WINSLOW JENNINGS SPALDING JEFFREY MICHAEL STAUDINGER MARIEL. STRAITON 
Hotel Administration General Studies Animal Science 
JUDITH ANN SPALLONE WESLEY H STEARNS DEBRA LYNNE STRAUS 
Medical Technology Forest Technology Social Work I 
CHERYL A. SPANEAS 
KEITH ROBERT STEBBINGS MICHELLE M. STRAW 
Food Service Management Electrical Engineering Nursing 
DIANE MARIE SPARKE EDWARD TWITCHELL STEELE KATY STROBEL 
Environmental Conservation Zoology Chemical Engineering 
JANET LEE SPARKOWICH RANDALL E. STEELE DANA MEL VIN STRONG 
Communication Disorders Economics Management 
JUDITH SPAULDING MARK M. STEEVES DOUGLAS A. STUBBS 
Communications Mechanical Engineering Psychology 
ALANE SPEAR GERALD THEODORE STEFANSKI DEBBIE STACY STUBEDA 
Forest Technology School for Lifelong Learning Social Work 
KIM W SPECKMAN JOHN PETER STEFANSKI SHARON A. SUDBAY 
Applied Plant Science Forest Technology Political Science I 
DONALD DAVID SPENCE ALLEN C. STEIGER J. GREGORY SULLIVAN 
Environmental Conservation Chemical Engineering Business Administration I 
THOMAS WILLIAM SPENCE THOMAS CARL STEIN R. MICHAEL SULLIVAN 




PAUL D. SURDAM, JR. PAUL EDWARD THIBEAULT ROBERT CHAMBERLIN TREADWELL Ill 
Business Administra tion School for Lifelong Learning Business Administration 
I 
PETER D. SUSSENGUTH LORI L. THISTLE SUSAN G.S. TRELEAVEN 
Chemical Engineering Animal Science Home Economics 
NATALIE MARIE SUTCLIFFE JAMES H THOMAS HELEN M. TREMBLAY 
Communication Disorders Applied Business Management Music Performance 
Psychology French 
JOHN PUTNAM THOMAS 
BRIAN DAVID SUTHERLAND Psychology SHEILA LYNN TREMBLAY 
Musical Theatre Home Economics 
MATTHEW R. THOMAS 
CAROL ANN SWANSON Forest Resources MICHELLE M. TRIAL 
' General Studies Computer Science 
TONI ANN THOMAS 
PAUL WILLIAM SWANSON English ELIZABETH ANNE TRILL/CH 
Civil Engineering Animal Sciences 
BASIL WINSLOW THOMPSON JR. 
ROBERT PAUL SWEENEY Mechanical Engineering STEVEN D. TRINKAUS 
Business Administration Forest Management 
CATHERINE THOMPSON 
Ii 
CRAIG DUNLAP SWEENY Business Administration DOREEN R. TROMBITAS 
History Hotel Administration 
'J DARRYL C. THOMPSON 
MARK L. SWEETSER History WILLIAM JOHN TROTTER 
Applied Business Management Political Science 
JAN WILLIAM THOMPSON 
BARBARA ANN SW/ERZ School for Lifelong Learning THEODORE FRANKLIN TROWBRIDGE Ill 
The Arts School for Lifelong Learning 
JOHN EDWARD THOMPSON 
MARY L. SWIST Wildlife Management DONALD ROBERT TROY 
Mathematics School for Lifelong Learning 
l JOHN RICHARD THOMPSON 




Communication Disorders MARGARET M. TRUMBULL ,, 
T 
Communications 
!i RICHARD B. THOMPSON 
1, Business Management MICHAEL J. TUCKER 
SUSAN ROBERTS THOMPSON 
Management 
ii KAHORU TACHIBANA General Studies WILLARD B. TUCKER 
Psychology English /Journalism 
CLANCY TAGER 
MARY THOMS 
Business Administration PAUL B. TUININGA 
Music Management 
JULIE ANNE THOREN 
RONALD W TALON Medical Technology SHANE MATHEW TURCOTTE 
Business Administration Business Administration 
PAUL R. TAMBURRO 
BRUCE A. THORNER 
Physical Education ELIZABETH FERGUSON TURNER 
Social Work Psychology 
LOIS ANN HOLCOMBE THURSTON 
JON JEFFREY TAMPOSI General Studies CAROL A. TUTELIAN 
Applied Business Management Business Administration 
GAIL MARIE TANGUAY 
RIG_HARD JOSEPH TICHKO ,, 
Recreation Administration GORDON WILL YS TUTTLE 
Psychology Business Administration 
II BRADFORD D. TANNER 
THEODORE A. TICHY 
Forest Technology JOHN TWITCHELL 
Geology Forest Resources 
JULIE ANN TAPLITSKY 
D. LANCE TILLINGHAST 
VALERIE ANN TWOMBLY 
Botany & Plant Pathology 
English 
The Arts 
l STELLA MARY TARAZEWICH 
HAROLD BRIAN TILLSON 




GRETCHEN C. TARBELL 





JOSEPH EDWARD TATONE 
MARY J. TOCCO 
Civil Technology 
Zoology u DIANA S. TOFFOLO 
ANDREW STEPHEN TAYLOR Resource Economics 
History 
ROBERT EUGENE TAYLOR, JR. 
LORI JEAN TOMSIC SCOTT D. ULLRICH 
School for Lifelong Learning 
English Sociology 
THOMAS TAYLOR 
PAULA C. TOURANGEAU ERIC KEITH UNDERHILL 
Medical Technology 
General Studies Forest Technology 
DIANE ELIZABETH TERRIS 
SUSAN M. TOURVILLE DAVID RONALD UNDERWOOD 
1 Applied Animal Science 
Biochemistry Management 
DENNIS LINDSAY TOWLE DENISE C. TESSIER Civil Engineering JOAN H. UPHAM Science/Math Concentration Business Administration 
STEVEN LEVI TOWLE Economics NAOMI LEE THALER 
Nutrition & Dietetics Hydrology HENRY EDWIN UTTER II 
i CONRAD EMILE THEBERGE ANNA HOPE TOWNSEND Theater 
Management Psychology JOAN MARIE UZDAVINIS ! JEFFREY M. TOWSLEY Mathematics 




JUDITH A. VACHON 
Business Administration 
TIMOTHY P VACHON 
Electrical Engineering 
JAMES VAILLANCOURT 
School for Lifelong Learning 
DEBRA A. VA/OS 
Zoology 
OCTAVIAN A. VALDEZ 
School for Lifelong Learning 
BRIDES. VAN ANGLEN 









JAMES WINFIELD VARNEY 
Resource Economics 
ROBERT ALAN VAUGHAN 
Animal Sciences 
NANCY LEE VEALE 
Social Work 
ROSALIE VELASQUEZ 
Latin American Studies 
ESTHER YOST VERMOUTH 
English 
ROBERT FRANCIS VIEIRA 
Social Work 
JOSEPH D. VIOLETTE 
Psychology 
Communication Disorders 
MICHAEL J. VIOLETTE 
Business Administration 
VAN CHARLES VIRTUE 
Business Administration 
DENISE MARIE VISCO 
Physical Education 
JOHN JOSEPH VITULLI, JR. 
Political Science 
BARBARA MASON VOISINE 
School for Lifelong Learning 
PAULA J. VOLENT 
The Arts 
MARK DUDLEY BRAN/CAR 
Mechanical Engineering 
KIMBERLY L. VRANKEN 
Psychology 
JOHN HOPPER VREELAND 
Civil Engineering 
w 
JOAN MARGARET WADE 
Health Administration & Planning 
MARGARET A. WADE 
Music Education 
LOUISE A. WAHLBERG 
The Arts 
SANDRA ATWOOD WALDSTEIN 
Economics 
JOHN LAWRENCE WA/TT 
Biology 
MICHAEL GERARD WALDRON 
Management 
JANET LEE WALKER 
Political Science 
JOHN MERTON WALKER II 
Physical Education 
LAURIE C. WALKER 
Communication Disorders 
NEIL F WALKER 
Forestry 
THOMAS R. WALKER 
Political Science 
Economics 
HENRY N WALL, JR. 
School for Lifelong Learning 
DEIRDRE ANNE WALLACE 
Environmental Conservation 
JANIE M. WALLACE 
Business Administration 
KYRAN CHAPMAN WALLACE 
Management 
STEVEN ELI WALLACH 
Civil Engineering 
BARBARA ANN WALSH 
Photography/Journalism 
KATHLEEN N. WALSH 
Hotel Administration 
MARY CHRISTINE WALSH 
Home Economics 
MARY SARAH WALSH 
Communication Disorders 
STEVEN RICHARD WALSH 
Criminal Justice 
H SCOTT WALTER 
Mechanical Engineering 
LAUREL K. WALTER 
Studio Art 
English 
PHILIP LIGGETT WALZ 
Music 
BARBARA ANN WARD 
Management 
CANDACE SUE WARD 
Management 
CRAIG FREDERICK WARD 
Civil Engineering 
FRANK G. WARD 
Business Administration 
GEOFFREY STUART WARD 
Computer Science 




JEFFREY RICHARD WARNER 
General Studies 
MEREDITH ALLEN WARNER 
English 
SYLVIA K. WARNER 
Applied Animal Science 
WILLIAM KENNETH WARNKE 
Business Administration 
BRADLEY L. WARREN 
Zoology 
JAMES EDWARD WARREN Ill 
History 
LARKIN A. WARREN 
English 
RHODA KEITH WARREN 
Applied Plant Science 
SYLVIA J. WASHINGTON 
General Studies 
SUSAN A. WASSELL 
Economics 
DENIS PATRICK WATSON 
General Studies 
SUMNER R. WATSON 
Business Administration 
DONNA MARIE WATTON 
Zoology 
LESLIE ANN WATTON 
Home Economics 
DAVID A. WATTS 
Economics 
RICHARD J. WAYSVILLE 
Civil Engineering 
FAITH E. WEBB 
Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet 
KATHRYN A. WEBB 
Home Economics 
LINDA K. WEBB 
Nursing 
MARK ALEXANDER WEBER 
Economics 
ELLEN GAY WEBSTER 
Hotel Administration 
GAIL M. WEBSTER 
Home Economics Education 
JANE I WEBSTER 
Business Administration 
ROBERT J. WEBSTER 
Hotel Administration 
KAREN V WEEDEN 
Occupational Therapy 
NINA T WEINBERG 
General Studies 
PETER JAN WEINER 
Zoology 
JANICE LEE WEINLAND 
Human Services 
BRUCE S. WEISBERG 
Hotel Administration 
DANIEL ISRAEL WEISBERG 
History 
DAVID ARTHUR WEISE 
Business Administration 
SANDRA J. WEISS 
Botany & Plant Pathology 
NORMA JEAN WELDON 
Communications 
VICKI L. WELLS 
Child-Family Studies 
JON PETER WENNBERG 
Business Administration 
JANET E. WERNINGER 
History 
SUSAN C. WESELCOUCH 
Psychology 
JEFFREY PAUL WESNOFSKE NORMAN SCOT WILKS JULIE MAYO WOODEN 
Business Administration Economics Health Administration & Planning 
SUSAN J. WESSELS RICHARD JOHN WILLET KAREN JEAN WOODFIN 
Social Work Hotel Administration Occupational Therapy 
ROBERT C. WEST JR. ANN JOSLIN WILLIAMS DIANNE C. WOODLAND 
Psychology English Business Administration 
NANCY ALISON WESTERMAN GLENN SCOTT WILLIAMS CYNTHIA ELLEN WOODMAN Animal Sciences/Pre-Vet The Arts Home Economics 
VIRGINIA K. WESTERVELT JANES. WILLIAMS DOUGLAS KURT WOODMAN 
English Applied Animal Science Hotel Administration 
JENNIFER M. WESTON JOHN JAY WILLIAMS ELLEN M. WOODRUFF 
Political Science Botany & Plant Pathology Communication Disorders 
LINDA ROSE WILLIAMS 
Psychology 
JOHN KARL WESTON 
Economics Food Services Management 
CATHERINE RUTH DAWSON WOODWARD 
PAMELA J. WESTON ROSS W WILLIAMS Zoology 
Political Science Science 
RUTH G. WOOLLETT 
Mathematics ANNE WHEELER WETHERELL STEVEN N. WILLIAMS Business Administration Animal Sciences Forest Resources 
GAIL G. WOOLSEY DAVID R. WHALLEY TERRENCE L. WILLIAMS Applied Business Management Mechanical Engineering Environmental Conservation 
GREG ALAN WHEELER WENDY R. WILLIAMS CAMILLE ANN WORTH 
Business Administration Psychology Nursing 
LEE A. WHEELER KAREN L. WILLS DAVID JOHN WOZNIAK 
Zoology Geography Civil Engineering 
MEREDITH A. WHEELER ARLENE ANDERSEN WILSON D. JOYCE WRIGHT 
Community Development Psychology Behavioral Science 
ELIZABETH ANNE WHELTON DENNIS C. WILSON JUDITH ANN WRIGHT 
English School for Lifelong Learning Community Development 
PETER B. WHITCOMB /AN GEOFFREY WILSON JOHN HAYDEN WRIGHT Environmental Conservation Political Science Business Administration 
ALISON MARIE WHITE ROBERT SCOTT WILSON KATHLEEN MARIE WRIGHT Communications 
Zoology Business Administration 
BRENDA L. WHITE RONALD GENE WILSON SUE G. WRIGHT Applied Animal Science Psychology Business Administration 
CINDY L. WHITE HEATHER LOCKE WING VIDA L. WRONSKI Civil Engineering Geology Applied Animal Science 
ELLEN LOUISE WHITE °WAYNE ALAN WINTERS MARGARET A. WULFTANGE Nursing History Economics 
LAWRENCE WILLIAM WHITE 
JOHN T WISEMAN JUNE MARIE- WURTELE English 
Botany & Plant Pathology Communication Disorders 
MARTHA LEIGH WHITE PATRICIA DENISE WISHER MARY JEAN WYLIE Student Designed School for Lifelong Learning Animal Science 
MELISSA PARKER WHITE 
DAVID ALEXANDER WYMAN Political Science RONALD WALTER WIZIMIRSKI Political Science 
PETER A. WHITMAN Management 
BARBARA ANN WYNOT Business Administration DAVID N WOERPEL Nursing 
JOHN E. WHITMORE 
Electrical Engineering 
Biology KONSTANSE J. WOHLANDER 
X Home Economics SCOTT D. WHITNEY 
Electrical Engineering 
BARBARA ANN WOLFE 
THOMAS CHARLES WHITNEY Social Work GEORGE PETER XIGGOROS 
Mechanical Engineering Psychology Administration 
Physics 
LISA READING WOLFE 
Psychology 
STEVEN DUNBAR WHITTEN Communications 
Mechanical Engineering y JACOB S. WOLPE 
WALTER REYNOLDS WHITTEN Business Administration 
Chemical Engineering 
YVONNE JOLANTHE WOLTERS 
TIMOTHY JOHN WHOLEY Hotel Administration GERMAINE G. YEAGER Recreation Administration English 
BONNIE HELENE WIENER 
DONALD L. WOOD 




LEIGH ANN WIGGIN 
JOHN DONALD WOOD, JR. 
MICHAEL JOSEPH YERGEAU Business Administration 
Child-Family Services Mechanical Engineering 
DAVID W WILDE 
MARCELLA JEFFREYS WOOD 
DAVID SIMON YOHALEM Business Administration Business Administration Botany & Plant Pathology 289 
DOUGLAS EDWARD YOUNG 
Applied Business Management 
HILLARY PHELPS YOUNG 
Home Economics 
KENNETH JOHNSON YOUNG 
Food Services Management 
MALCOLM DOUGLAS YOUNG 
General Studies 




BRIDGET M. YULE 
Hotel Administration 
MICHAEL K. YURGELES 
Animal Sciences 
z 
LAURA A. ZADROWSKI 
Animal Sc iences/Pre-Vet 
JOEL A. ZAFRIS 
English 
290 
PETER EDWARD ZAPPALA 
Physical Education 
FREDERICK P ZECHA, JR. 
Psychology 
BARBARA J. ZEMLIN 
Mechanical Engineering 
NADINE L. ZEVOS 
Political Science 
AMES FOLGER ZIEGRA 
Animal Sciences 






EDWARD ERIC ZUK 
Psychology 
GIOIA WRIGHT ZWACK 
Psychology 
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A note from the Executive 
Producer 
292 
Finally this is a book. We've set a 
new record for late completion of the 
Granite. "Through the mill" is not a 
phrase that adequately describes what 
has happened to this 292 page 
literary and graphic triumph. It has 
summered in Idaho and Michigan, 
spent several short vacations in North 
Conway and survived a harrowing 
experience at a cheap hotel outside 
St. Petersburg, Florida. 
Yet for some reason quality has 
survived . The photos and layout 
design in this book are more 
professional and artistically successful 
than any other college publication 
I've encountered. I find the writing 
involving. There is a dynamic quality 
that allows the reader to transcend 
individual life style and share the 
common bonds of language. Yes, 
wicked awesome, isn't it. 
Being a graphics person as well as 
editor of the '82 book I am 
concerned with how effectively each 
page captures the attention of the 
audience. At times I feel the different 
styles of each layout person clashing. 
At times I feel it is the contrast 
between block and mosaic and the 
over use or lack of tooling lines that 
allow the book to contrast itself, 
producing a surprise on each page. 
You say you want continuity? Try 
Harvard. 
I would like to thank Dave 
Labianca and each of his 
photographers for the time and effort 
they put into their pictures. Due to 
space and time restrictions I had to 
do some cropping and I couldn't do 
photo credits. I realize each one is 
important to you, a part of you . 
Compensation is still available 
through our office. 
Norm Benrimo, I love you . Thanks 
to you this whole project has been a 
healthy and creative experience 
rather than a serious mental break 
down. May your degree in 
Psychology always be rewarded . 
I would like to thank Guy Garen 
and Bill Hunter of Hunter Publishing 
for facilitating completion of the 
book. See you in April when bids are 
due. 
And each person who did their 
part towards completion, whether it 
was Betty· Keegan's typing, Dana 
Jennings writing or Norman the 
Janitor keeping me awake so I could 
finish the last few pages, thank you 
we couldn 't have done it without 
you . 
I remember sitting on a seawall 
outside a hotel in Madeira Beach, 
Florida last November I remember 
listening to Cindy Pettengill speak of 
her concerns for the book and how 
she really wanted to see the book 
finished . I left her with two pages 
and some concluding comments to 
do. That was two months ago. I 
haven't seen a thing yet. The way I 
figure it, she has cost the student 
body of UNH at least five thousand 
dollars. She has cost me a lot of 
time. I wish her luck. I hope she 
becomes better at completing her 
responsibilities. 
The purpose of this book has been 
to bring 10,000 UNH graduates back 
to a shared common experience. If it 
reminds you of moving into your first 
room in Stoke or your last apartment 
in Newmarket, how you felt each 
time you drove by the cow fields 
returning from another vacation, how 
often you visited Pistachio's or T & C 
or all the red roses you bought at the 
Red Carpet 
If it reminds you of the smells of 
Burger King and the Wildcat mixing 
in front of the Outback, the films and 
programs student organizations put 
on, the lines, the buildings and the 
life or lives you led 
If you remember sunning yourself 
on the wall in front of ATO or 
meeting someone while working 
stage crew at a SCOPE concert or 
playing frisbee in front of T-hall, or 
all those classes and finals and 
papers 
If you remember the friend who 
had the oriental professor who tried 
to teach engineering, the summer 
you decided to stay and take courses, 
going to Rye Beach with your 
roommates and your new love, 
playing tennis in front of Smith Hall 
Or a cup of coffee with a friend in 
Young's or the semester you had to 
walk from A lot everyday or the O .B. 
meeting you had on the last floor of 
Williamson or Earth Day or the MUB 
Pub or Parents' Day, then we have 
done our job. 
•If you think back to the person you 
were when you first came here, the 
person you were when you left or the 
metamorphosis that allowed you to 
gain twenty years of wisdom in just 
four you can see what possibilities 
this experience has opened for you. 
If we have done that, our job has 
been done well. 
Love, 
Scott Wilson 
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